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Abstract

ABSTRACT
Human skeletal dysplasias are genetically heterogeneous group of disorders that
results from errors in bone, cartilage and joint development. They are characterized by
abnormalities in patterning, differentiation, linear growth and maintenance of the
human skeleton. A complex series of signaling cascades, including FGF, BMP, TGF
β, WNT, Notch, Hedgehog, are essential for proper development of skeleton.
The study presented in the dissertation describes clinical and molecular analysis often
consanguineous families (A-J) showing different types of skeletal disorders. These
families were collected from different remote regions of Pakistan. Individuals with
diseased phenotype in each family were clinically examined by expert medical
officers at government hospitals. Subsequently the disorders were characterized at
molecular level by testing linkage to known genes, human genome scan and DNA
sequencing using both exome and cycle sequencing methods.
In two families (A, B) after failing to establish linkage to known genes responsible for
causing postaxial polydactyly, human genome scan using SNP markers was
performed to map the causative genes. In family A, the locus was mapped to a 37.0
Mb region on chromosome 8q21.13-q24.12. Further, whole exome sequencing (WES)
identified the first disease causing sequence varient (c.478C>T, p.Arg160*) in the
gene FAM92A1, mapped on chromosome 8q21.13-q24.12. In the other family, B,
genome scan revealed two regions of 37.0 Mb and 22.3 Mb on chromosome 2p14q12.1, and 6p22.3-p21.1, respectively. Maximum possible multiple LOD score of
1.92 was obtained with SNP markers on both the chromosomes.
In family C, segregating syndactyly, human genome scan mapped a disease locus,
flanked by SNP rs2829950 and rs566038, on chromosome 21q21.3-q22.3. Maximum
multipoint LOD score of 2.52 was obtained with the SNP rs761372.
Using polymorphic microsatellite markers, linkage in three families (D, E, F),
segregating split hand and foot malformation in autosomal recessive manner, was
established to SHFM-6 on chromosome 12q11-q13. Subsequently sequence analysis
of the WNT10B gene led to the identification of two novel sequence varients 4-bp
deletion

(c.1165_1168delAAGT)

in

family

D

and

7-bp

duplication

(c.300_306dupAGGGCGG) in family E.
Three other families (G, H, I), segregating Ellis–van Creveld syndrome, were
clinically characterized to record range of features observed in the affected members.
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Abstract
Genotyping using microsatellite markers established linkage in two families (G, H) on
chromosome 4p16. DNA sequence analysis revealed two novel sequence varients, one
each in EVC and EVC2 gene. A nonsense sequence varient (p.Trp234*) was detected
in

EVC2

in

the

family

G

and

15-bp

duplication

(c.1932_1946dupAGCCCTCCGGAGGCT) in the EVC gene in the other family H.
Affected individuals in the family J showed clinical features of acromesomelic
dysplasia type Maroteaux (AMDM), segregated in an autosomal recessive manner.
Genotyping using microsatellite markers established linkage in the family to NPR2
gene on chromosome 9p13-q12. However, DNA sequence analysis of the gene failed
to identify any potential sequence variant, which could be responsible for generating
AMDM phenotype in the family.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

INTRODUCTION
Bones, constituting part of vertebrate’s endoskeleton, are rigid organs with complex
external and internal structure and function to support and protect the body, and
produce white and red blood cells.
In the vertebrate embryo, skeletogenesis begins when ectoderm and mesoderm give
rise to multipotent mesenchymal cells, which migrate to specific locations in the
body, and commit to skeleton formation. The embryonic cells further differentiate
into three types of cells including chondrocytes, osteoclasts and osteoblasts.
Chondrocytes finally differentiate into cartilage while osteoclasts and osteoblasts in to
bone. The skeletogenic cells then starts osteogenesis (formation of bones) by two
processes: intramembranous ossification (direct conversion of osteoblasts to bone
matrix) and endochondral ossification (formation of cartilage template by
chondrocytes that is subsequently replaced by bone). Bones of craniofacial skeleton
and parts of clavicle are formed by intramembranous ossification while endochondral
bone formation accounts for the development of long bones and all the other bones in
the skeleton. Finally, a process of growth and remodeling after birth (in a growth and
maintenance phase) results in formation of a skeleton (Zelzer and Olsen, 2003). These
processes of development, differentiation and organ formation are governed by
various transcription factors, growth factors, hormones and their intercellular signals
(Karsenty and Wagner, 2002; Tuan, 2003). Defects in any of the step of skeletal
development or growth can give rise to skeletal anomalies.
During the development of embryonic skeleton, complex interaction between
skeletogenic gene networks determines the fate of aggregating mesenchymal cells.
For instance, Wnt pathway regulates skeletogenic cell fate determination by inducing
osteoblast differentiation and repressing chondrocytes differentiation (Hill et al.,
2005; Rodda and McMahon, 2006). Sox9 is the earliest marker of chondrogenesis and
proliferation/differentiation of chondrocytes is tightly regulated by a negative
feedback loop between Indian hedgehog (Ihh) and parathyroid hormone-related
protein (PTHrP) differentiation and is required for chondrocytes hypertrophy (Otto et
al., 1997; Takeda et al., 2001). Similarly, fibroblast growth factors (FGFs) and their
receptors, bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) and their receptors are also critical
Clinical and Molecular Characterization of Human Hereditary Skeletal Disorders
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regulators of proliferation and differentiation of chondrocytes (Li and Cao, 2006;
Hung et al., 2007). BMP3, a novel member of the BMP family, can block signaling
through the type II BMP receptor, activin receptor, type 2b (Kokabu et al., 2012). In
human skeletal dysplasia, FGF pathway found to be directly involved, mediate their
cellular responses by activating receptor tyrosine kinases. FGF Binds to FGFR
induces phosphorylation of tyrosine residues and receptor dimerization in the FGFR
cytoplasmic domains. The transforming growth factor β (TGFβ) superfamily
comprised of several secreted signaling molecules playing important role in normal
growth and development, i.e cell proliferation, cell differentiation, cell cycle arrest,
and programmed cell death (Massague et al., 1994; Kingsley, 1994a). It is mostly
found in bone, and is necessary for the proper coupling of osteoblastic and
osteoclastic activity (Bonewald, 1999). BMPs and BMP-like genes are highly
conserved members of the TGFβ superfamily, and are critical for skeletal patterning
and bone formation (Serra and Chang, 2003; Hartung et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2007).
Notch signaling pathway acts as a negative regulator of both osteoblasts and
osteoclasts and play an important role to maintain the homeostatic balance between
bone formation and bone resorption. It is essential for promoting immature osteoblast
formation while inhibiting terminal osteoblast maturation (Bai et al., 2008; Engin et
al., 2008; Hilton et al., 2008). The hedgehog signaling pathway also playing crucial
role in establishment and maintenance of left-right asymmetry, neural tube formation,
and patterning of several skeletal elements (Ehlen et al., 2006).

Skeletal development
a. Skeletal Patterning
In higher organisms the skeleton is one of the most highly patterned structures. The
adult human skeletal system consists of 206 bones vary greatly in size, shape and
functions. The patterning is a process during which the number, size, and shape of the
individual skeletal elements are delineated and factors involved in this specification
are called patterning factors. Once the pattern is set, mesenchyme precursor cells
(skeletogenic cells) move to the site of skeletogenesis, where these cells condense and
differentiate. During this process cells from three distinct embryonic lineages,
ectoderm derived neural crest, mesoderm derived paraxial and lateral plate mesoderm.
The majority of the flat bones of the body are formed from neural crest through
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intramembranous ossification where by mesenchymal condensations differentiate
directly into bones without cartilage intermediate (de Crombrugghe et al., 2001).
Paraxial mesoderm gives rise to somites which develop into progenitors sclerotome
cells which then form axial skeleton (ribs and vertebrae). Lateral plate mesoderm
forms the appendicular skeleton of the limbs through endochondral ossification, a
process during which chondrogenic aggregates change into bones (de Crombrugghe et
al., 2000).


Craniofacial Skeleton

The Craniofacial skeletal bones have both an ectodermal and mesodermal origin.
Neural crest (NC) cells give rise to most of the cranial skeleton (Kuratani, 2005;
Creuzet et al., 2005; Helms et al., 2005), which have an ectodermal origin. Neural
crest cell is a pluripotent cell population derived from lateral ridges of the neural
plate. After formation they disperse from the dorsal surface of the neural tube and
undergo epithelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT), become ectomesenchyme and
migrate extensively through the embryo, giving rise to a wide variety of differentiated
cell types (Chai and Maxson, 2006). Commitment of neural crest cells to skeletal fates
depends on their interaction with epithelial cells (Langille, 1994).
The Craniofacial skeleton is formed of two main components; the neurocranium,
bones surrounding brain and sense organs and the viscerocranium, consisting of facial
bones and the pharyngeal, temporal, palatal, and auditory bones. The complete
viscerocranium and part of the neurocranium are formed from the neural crest cells
(Wilkie and Morriss-kay, 2001). Several genes have been identified involved in
neural crest patterning. PAX3 gene involved in neural crest patterning belongs to a
highly conserved family of transcription factors, paired box genes, containing two
DNA binding domains, a paired domain and a homeodomain (Tassabehji et al., 1992).
Mutations in PAX3 causes Waardenberg syndrome type 1 (WS1; MIM 193500) and
type 3 (WS3; MIM 148820), an auditory-pigmentary syndrome characterized by
abnormal pigmentation of hair, eyes, and skin, deafness and dystopia canthorum
(Tekin et al., 2001; Wollnik et al., 2003; Tamayo et al., 2008; Pingault et al., 2010).
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Axial Skeleton

The axial skeleton consisting of the vertebrae and the dorsal part of the ribs is entirely
derived from the somites, transient organizational structures of development derived
from paraxial mesoderm and added on both sides of the neural tube in a restro-caudal
sequence. Studies have shown the synthesis, segmentation and polarity of newly
formed somites are driven by a somite segmentation clock that involves oscillation of
hairy 1 expression. This in turn derives the expression of lunatic fringe (Lfng) and
other components of Notch-Delta pathway (palmeirim et al., 1997; McGrew et al.,
1998). Formation of defective somites causes many developmental disorders of axial
skeleton for example Alagille syndrome (AGS; MIM 118450) and Spondylocostal
dysostosis (SCDO; MIM 277300).
Alagille syndrome is an autosomal dominant disorder caused by heterozygous
deletion or loss-of-function mutations in Notch ligand JAGGED1 or Notch receptor
NOTCH2. The clinical features include skeletal defects like butterfly vertebrae,
craniofacial and digit abnormalities as well as defects in liver, heart, and kidney (Li et
al., 1997; Oda et al., 1997; McDaniell et al., 2006).
The SCDO are group of similar phenotypes characterized by trunk dwarfism,
vertebral and rib defects including multiple hemivertebrae, butterfly vertebrae, rib
fusion, deletions and misalignment (Turnpenny et al., 2007). To date four different
subtypes of SCDO have been described, each caused by mutations in different genes
of somite segmentation clock. Loss of function mutations in the Notch ligand, DLL3
causes SCDO type 1 (Bulman et al., 2000), while type 2, 3 and 4 are caused by
mutations in downstream targets of Notch pathway, MESP2, LFNG and HES7
respectively (Whittock et al., 2004; Sparrow et al., 2006, 2008).
Spatial coordination is conveyed by a gradient of FGF8 expression. As the somite
moves rostrally it matures and differentiates into dermatomyotome and the
sclerotome, the primary origin of the axial skeleton. This process is regulated by SHH
secreted by notochord (Kornak and Mundlos, 2003).
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Appendicular Skeleton

The limb skeleton arising from the lateral plate mesoderm, which forms the limb bud
as the result of a series of interactions with overlying ectoderm (Ng et al., 1999).
Differentiation of mesenchyme cells in the limb bud occurs in proximodistal sequence
to form various tissues of the limb. The differentiation and positional identity of each
cell is controlled by three signaling regions: the apical ectodermal ridge (AER), the
zone of polarizing activity (ZPA), and the non-ridge ectoderm, each one being
responsible for directing growth and patterning along the three axis; proximodistal,
anteroposterior and dorsoventral, respectively (Mariani and Martin, 2003; Niswander,
2003; Tickle, 2003).
AER, an anatomical structure consisting of densely packed ectodermal cells is located
at the tip of the limb bud. Several members of the fibroblast growth factors (Fgfs)
family; Fgf8, Fgf4, Fgf2, Fgf9, and Fgf17 are secreted by AER cells (Niswander et
al., 1993; Fallon et al., 1994; Crossley et al., 1996; Martin, 1998), most important
being Fgf8 and have been shown to be essential and sufficient to initiate and
outgrowth of the control of the limb (Mariani et al., 2008). In the dorsal ectoderm
WNT7a is highly expressed in the underlying mesenchyme induces the expression of
LMX1 transcription factor which has a key role in dorsoventral patterning (Riddle et
al., 1995).
ZPA is a region of mesenchyme located at the posterior limb bud margin. SHH is
expressed in this region and is the main mediator in anteroposterior patterning
(Chiang et al., 1996). Mutations in the regulatory region (ZRS) of SHH gene causes
triphalangeal thumb polysyndactyly (TPTPS; MIM 174500) (Klopocki et al., 2008;
Sun et al., 2008), preaxial polydactyly type II (PPD2; MIM 174500) (Lettice et al.,
2002, 2003; Li et al., 2009), and syndactyly type IV (SD4, Haas type polysyndactyly;
MIM 186200) (Sun et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2009).
b. Condensation and Differentiation of Mesenchymal Cells
Once the skeletogenic cells have entered into the chondrogenic lineage, they condense
and then differentiate into cartilage forming chondrocytes or bone forming osteoblast.
These cells eventually exit the cell cycle and become bonafide hypertrophic
chondrocytes and start producing type X collagen. The SOX9 is an important
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regulator of condensed cells differentiation into chondrocytes (Bi et al., 1999). SOX9
alone is incapable of inducing chondrogenesis, as in vitro experiments have shown
that cells expressing only SOX9 can commit to other cell fates (Akiyama et al., 2005).
SOX9 along with SOX5 and SOX6 have been shown to transcriptionally control
expression of the other proteins (Akiyama, 2008). These three proteins together
induce the chondrocytes differentiation (Ikeda et al., 2004). Heterozygous mutations
in SOX9 cause a severe form of chondrodysplasia, Campomelic dysplasia (CD; MIM
114290) (Wagner et al., 1994). Recently, Kurth et al. (2009) identified that non
coding elements located upstream of SOX9, have a role in regulating SOX9
expression and duplications of this region affects SOX9 expression, causing
brachydactyly–anonychia in families with Cooks syndrome.
The Osteoblasts of cortical bone are originated from the mesenchymal cells of
perichardium through blood vessels into the developing marrow (Maes et al., 2010)
and form the precursors of trabecular bone, the relation of osteoblast precursor to
skeletal progenitor is unknown, but these progenitors lie near capillaries and show
similarities with pericytes (Sacchetti et al., 2007; Mendez-Ferrer et al., 2010; Grcevic
et al., 2012).
They differentiate from skeletogenic cells in two main steps; they first build an
organic non-mineralized (osteoid) matrix, strongly upregulate collagen-1 expression
and express alkaline phosphatase, an important enzyme in matrix mineralization. As
they mature, they produce bone-specific proteins, such as osteocalcin (BGP) and bone
sialoprotein (BSP), and mineralize the osteoid matrix. These differentiation steps are
governed by three specific transcription factors: RUNX2, OSX (osterix), and ATF4
(activating transcription factor-4, or cyclic AMP-responsive element-binding protein
2, CREB2) (Karsenty et al., 2009; Hartmann, 2009; Jensen et al., 2010).
RUNX2 is a master osteogenic factor being expressed by skeletogenic cells, growth
plate chondrocytes, and by differentiating osteoblasts until maturation (Schroeder et
al., 2005). OSX, a Kruppel-like zinc finger domain-containing transcription factor
expressed exclusively in osteoblasts is required for the differentiation of RUNX2
expressing skeletogenic

cells

into

osteoblasts

in

both

endochondral

and

intramembranous bones. Both RUNX2 and OSX can also directly bind and activate
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COL1A1, BSP and BGP (Ducy et al., 1997; Nakashima et al., 2002; Sinha et al.,
2010). Transcription factor ATF4 controls osteoblast maturation. ATF4 is also needed
for synthesis of collagen, the main protein in bone. Its deficiency results in delayed
bone formation during mouse embryonic development (Yang and Karsenty, 2004).
c. Bone Ossification and Growth
During embryonic development bone can ossify into two ways, endochondral
ossification and intramembranous ossification that govern bone development (Olsen
et al., 2000; Kronenberg, 2003; Karsenty et al., 2009). Intramembranous ossification
is the one in which the bony tissue replaced the sheet-like connective tissue
membranes and results in the formation of intramembranous bones. They consist of
some flat bones of the skull and some of the irregular bones. The major part of the
skeleton is formed by endochondral ossification, in which cartilage anlagen is formed
first and further replaced by bone (Erlebacher et al., 1995). The cartilage is thought to
simply be a “model” the shape the bone should take on, and often referred to as a
“cartilaginous model”. One of the important steps in formation of growth plate is
endochondral ossification. It is required for the bone synthesis during early
development as well as essential for the postnatal development until the end of
puberty. In a long bone, epiphyseal plate play a role in separation of the diaphysis
from the epiphysis The chondrocytes of the epiphyseal plateare arranged in four
layers through a series of maturation steps; resting chondrocytes, proliferating
chondrocytes, prehypertrophic chondrocytes, and hypertrophic chondrocytes. Resting
chondrocytes is closest to the epiphysis which does not participate actively in growth.
The second layer or proliferating chondrocytes, includes string of many young cells
go through mitosis. Hypertrophic chondrocytes synthesizes an extracellular matrix
rich in collagen X (Iyama et al., 1991) where it deposits the angiogenic factor,
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). The VEGF promotes the formation of
blood vessels from the perichondrium (Gerber et al., 1999). Soon after perichondrial
angiogenesis, the blood vessels invade the cartilage matrix; osteoblasts, osteoclasts
and hematopoietic cells migrate to the diaphysis and form the primary ossification
center. Within these centers the hypertrophic chondrocytes undergo apoptosis,
osteoclasts degrade the cartilage matrix, osteoblasts lay down bone matrix,
hematopoietic cells generate bone marrow and perichondrium differentiates into a
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bone collar. Secondary ossification centers develop in the epiphysis postnatally
leaving a cartilage plate between epiphysis and diaphysis that close in early adulthood
(Lefebvre and Bhattaram, 2010).
d. Bone Remodeling
Bone remodeling involves the removal of mineralized bone by osteoclasts followed
by the formation of bone matrix through the osteoblasts that subsequently become
mineralized. After a bone is formed, it has to preserve the overall mass and undergo
constant restructuring when exposed to mechanical stresses or changing metabolic
needs. Disturbance in remodeling either causes bone loss (osteoporosis) or excess
bone accumulation (osteopetrosis). Factors essential for proper coupling of
osteoblastic and osteoclastic activity includes TGFβ and members of canonical Wnt
signaling pathway. Several skeletal dysplasias highlight the importance of these
pathways in bone mass regulation. Throughout life, homeostatic mechanisms in the
skeleton control bone density, maintenance and cartilage integrity. Dysregulation in
these processes can result in skeletal disorders.

Human Skeletal Disorders
Human skeletal dysplasias are genetically heterogeneous group of disorders that
results from errors in bone, cartilage and joint development. They are characterized by
abnormalities in patterning, differentiation, linear growth and maintenance of the
human skeleton. A complex series of signaling cascades, including the FGF, BMP,
TGF β, WNT, Notch, Hedgehog pathways, are essential for proper skeletogenesis.
Human skeletal dysplasias are often a consequence of a primary or secondary
dysregulation of these pathways. Although individually rare, the overall birth
incidence is estimated to be 1/5000 live births (Orioli et al., 1986). Skeletal disorders
can

be

broadly

divided

into

three

main

subgroups;

osteodysplasias,

chondrodysplasias, and dysostoses. The first two are generalized skeletal
malformations affecting bone and cartilage, respectively while the malformation of
individual bones or a group of bones has been defined as dysostoses. Though this
classification of skeletal dysplasias can sometimes be useful, due to the overlap in the
developmental processes that regulate skeletogenesis, firm delineation is generally not
possible. On the basis of radiographic, clinical and molecular criteria, there are more
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than 450 well-characterized skeletal dysplasias. According to the latest 2010 revision
of the Nosology and Classification of Genetic Skeletal Disorders, 456 skeletal
malformations were included and placed in 40 groups. Of these conditions, 316 are
associated with one or more of 226 different genes (Warman et al., 2011).
Most of the skeletal disorders have been associated with excessive and decreased FGF
signaling. These disorders have been linked to FGFR1 (MIM 136350), FGFR2 (MIM
176943), and FGFR3 (MIM 134934) gene mutations. Mutations in FGFR1 or FGFR2
cause craniosynostosis (Wilkie, 2005). Craniosynostosis is due to gain of function
mutation in FGFR2 resulting in excess FGFR2 signaling which is linked to an
increased in the rate of osteoblast proliferation or differentiation or to increased
mineralization function of osteoblast which lead to premature suture closure (Ornitz
and Marie, 2002; Marie et al., 2008). Mutation in FGFR3 gene lead to activation of
the receptor which results in increased FGF signaling where excess FGF signaling can
cause decrease growth plate proliferation and is the primary cause of a chondroplasia
(Rousseau et al., 1994; Shiang et al., 1994; Naski et al., 1996). Defects in the ligands
of FGF pathway have also been linked to human skeletal disorders. Mutation in
FGF10 (MIM 602115) cause lacrimoauriculodentodigital syndrome (LADD, MIM
149730) and is seem to be due to decreased FGF signaling (Rohmann et al., 2006).
Similarly a missense mutation in FGF9 (MIM 600921) has been found to be
associated with multiple synostosis syndrome characterized by fusion of joints in both
the hands and the feet (Wu et al., 2009). This mutation leads to decreased FGF
signaling and decreased chondrocytes proliferation and differentiation (Harada et al.,
2009). Camurati-Engelmann disease (CED, MIM 131300), cause by TGFβ1
activating mutations, a rare autosomal dominant disorder characterized bycortical
thickening of the long bones and increased bone formation (Kinoshita et al., 2000;
Janssens et al., 2006). CED mutation produces excessive TGFβ in the bone marrow
resulting in increased bone formation. Another human skeletal dysplasia caused by
disruption and activation of TGFβ signaling pathway is Loeys-Dietz syndrome.
Geleophysic dysplasia (MIM 231050) is an additional link between TGFβ signaling
and human skeletal dysplasia. Geleophysic dysplasia is characterized by premature
ossification of the cranium and obliteration of the sutures and is caused by
homozygous mutation in the gene ADAMTS-like protein- 2 (ADAMTSL2, MIM
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612277) (Le Goff et al., 2008). Mutation in GDF5 (MIM 601146) gene cause wide
variety of skeletal anomalies in humans including brachydactyly type A2 (BDA2;
MIM 112600), brachydactyly type C (BDC; MIM 113100) (Yang et al., 2008), fibular
hypoplasia and complex brachydactyly (Du Pan syndrome) (MIM 228900), Grebe
type chondrodysplasia (MIM 200700), Hunter-Thompson type acromesomelic
dysplasia (MIM 201250), multiple synostosis syndrome type 1 (MIM 186500) and
proximal symphalangism (SYM1; MIM 185800) (Yang et al., 2008, Seemann et al.,
2005; Polinkovsky et al., 1997; Faiyaz-ul-Haque et al., 2002; Thomas et al., 1996,
1997; Dawson et al., 2006). Gdf5 absence leads to brachypodism in mice (Storm et
al., 1994).
Genetic defects in Notch signaling cascade result in two types of human skeletal
disorders; Spondylocostaldysostosis (SCDO) and Alagille syndrome (Dequeant and
Pourquie, 2008). Homozygous loss of function mutations in delta-like 3 (DLL3, MIM
602768), mesoderm posterior 2 (MESP2, MIM 605195), lunatic fringe (LFNG, MIM
602576) and hairy/enhancer of split 7 (HES7, MIM 608059) genes cause different
types of SCDO disease (Bulman et al., 2000; Whittock et al., 2004; Sparrow et al.,
2006, 2008).

Appendicular Patterning Defect
Many limb skeleton disorders include abnormalities of patterning of hands and feet.

Polydactyly
The term Polydactyly, “poly- many and dactylos- digits” is acknowledged to Theodor
Kerckring, a Dutch physician in the 17th century (Kerchring et al., 1988). Polydactyly
or polydactylism is referring to the occurrence of supernumerary digits, toes or
duplication of digital parts. This situation was described as ‘superfluous fingers in the
16th century by Ambrose Parey (Bell et al., 1953). It is among the most common
congenital limb anomaly observed immediately at birth, manifesting in a variety of
forms, ranging from complete duplication of a limb or limb part to a complete
duplication of a digit. Its occurrence is estimated to be 1.6–10.7/1,000 in general
population and 0.3–3.6/1,000 in live-births. Males are often affected twice as females
(Mellin 1963; Castilla et al., 1973). Phenotypically, polydactyly is an extremely
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heterogeneous deformity (TemtamyandMcKusick, 1978). Usually, there is high
tendency for the involvement of right hand than the left, upper limbs than the lower
and left foot than the right (Castilla et al., 1973; Malik et al., 2014). It occurs both in
isolated and syndromic forms. Two most common types are pre-axial polydactyly
(PPD) having superfluous digit attached on the thumb side or great toe and postaxial
polydactyly (PAP) with extra digits at the side of the 5th finger or toe (Temtamy and
McKusick, 1978; Wassel, 1969; Winter and Tickle, 1993). Meso-axial polydactyly is
a very rare form involving second, third, or fourth digits has been described in the
literature as well.
Polydactyly classification
In the classifications of polydactyly, the Temtamy and McKusick (1978) scheme is
the most widely used among dysmorphologists geneticists and genetic counselors. In
this system, the three mainpolydactylies with sub-types are
a. pre-axialpolydactyly
b. post-axialpolydactyly
c. complex types
a. Preaxialpolydactylies (PPD)
Temtamy and McKusick (1978) identified four types of preaxial polydactylies:
polydactyly of thumb/hallux (type 1), triphalangeal thumb polydactyly (TPT, type 2),
polydactyly of pointer finger (type 3), and crossed polydactylyor polysyndactyly (CP,
type 4)


Thumb polydactyly (Preaxial type 1)

This is the most common type of polydactyly representing a duplication of one or
more than one components of a biphalangeal thumb (MIM 174400). In bilateral cases
only hands are affected preferentially and the right hand is mostly involved than the
left (Malik et al., 2014). There is low occurrence of familial reappearance and high
prevalence of affected males (Orioli and Castilla, 1999). Their severity may be from
milder to high as follow; the distal phalanx is broad or the duplication of distal
phalanx; base of the distal two third of phalanx is common but with distinct
bifurcation; undeveloped extra thumb with no tendinous attachment and showing
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hypoplasia of the thumb muscles structure; two supernumerary phalanges with
undeveloped thumb which fix close to the base of the proximal phalanx, articulating
with the metacarpal head; replication of complete thumb, including two phalanges and
a metacarpal (Temtamy and McKusick, 1978). Septodactyly or heptadactyly is also a
type of thumb polydactyly in which triplication of thumb occurred resulting in seven
digits (Zuidam et al., 2008). Familial preaxial polydactyly type 1 shows autosomal
dominant inheritance pattern with reduced penetrance (Castilla et al., 1973: Orioli and
Castilla, 1999). SHH/ZRS mutations are known to cause one subtype of preaxial type
1 polydactyly (Wieczorek et al., 2010; Lettice et al., 2002).
Another type of thumb polydactyly is hallux polydactyly (MIM 601759). It is known
to exist as a predominant presentation or an isolated entity in families (Castilla et al.,
1973). The incidence is 2.4/100,000 and 16.5/100,000of hallux duplication vs thumb
polydactyly in South America, respectively. In hallux duplication, females are less
affected as compared to males, mostly unilateral and predominantly involved the right
foot (Orioli and Castilla, 1999). Up to date the molecular base of non-syndromic
hallucal polydactyly remains unknown. It has been suggested that there is a possible
relationship between hallucal polydactyly and maternal diabetes with a very
extraordinary proximal placement of the extra digit (Carey et al., 1990). The
association of hallux Duplication with clinodactyly has been shown to segregate with
microdeletion at chromosome 2q31.1- q31.2 (Tsai et al., 2009).


Triphalangeal thumb polydactyly (TPT) (Preaxial type 2)

Preaxial polydactyly type 2 (MIM 174500) is also known as triphalangeal thumb
polydactyly replaced biphalangeal thumb. The thumb has an extra middle phalanx
with abnormally long and thin first metacarpal containing epiphyses at both ends On
the other hand; phenotype of TPT is usually associated with polydactyly of the thumb
with normal first metacarpal. The TPT is frequently opposable, and there may be
duplication in the feet of great toe (Temtamy and McKusick, 1978). TPT is usually
symmetrical and bilateral (Swanson and Brown, 1962). Its inheritance pattern is
autosomal dominant with incomplete penetrance (Temtamy and McKusick, 1978).
Preaxial polydactyly type 2 was mapped by Tsukurov et al. (1994) on chromosome
7q36. Normal SHH expression occurs in the zone of polarizing activity (ZPA)
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posteriorly in the limb bud, and is regulated by ZPA regulatory sequence (ZRS). Point
mutation in ZRS which lies within intron 5 of the LMBR1gene segregates with PPD
type 2 (Lettice et al., 2003)


Polydactyly of index fingers (Preaxial type 3)

Preaxial polydactyly type 3 (MIM 174600) is very rare and segregated as autosomal
dominant trait. In this type of polydactyly usually the index finger is duplicated. One
or two triphalangeal digits replaced the thumb. The metacarpal of the accessory digit
showing distal epiphysis, due to this reason type 3 is separated from preaxial
polydactyly type 2 or TPT (Temtamy and McKusick, 1978; Swanson and Brown,
1962). Sometimes there is preaxial polydactyly of first or second toes. The ‘central
polydactyly’ and ‘Index polydactyly’ are sometimes lumped together and considered
as a variant of thumb duplication (Wood, 1970). Duplication at the radial side
normally is smaller and the duplication level may be more distal or at the metacarpal.
The extra digit normally is in major angulations or radial deviation, and the normal
digit may be deviated toward the ulnar side into a varying degree (Graham and Ress,
1998).


Polysyndactyly, CP (Preaxial type 4)

In this type of polydactyly the thumb is duplicated mildly, the distal phalanx shows
radial deviation or with broad and bifid thumb (MIM 174700). Syndactyly of thirdand-fourth fingers is rarely present (Temtamy and McKusick, 1978). In the feet first
toe shows polydactyly, and the first metacarpal is tibially deviated and short. There is
syndactyly of all toes or second and third toe. It is noted that this entity is different
from synpolydactyly, in which syndactyly with in the web is associated with
additional digit (Malik, 2012). The word ‘crossed polydactyly’ is typically used for
the presence of post-axial and pre-axial polydactyly, only there is a difference
between the hands and feet in axis of the additional digits. In CP type 1, there is
postaxial polydactyly in hands and preaxial polydactyly in feet. CP type 2 shows postaxial polydactyly of feet combined with preaxial polydactyly of hands (Temtamy and
McKusick, 1978). Mutations in GLI3 and ZRS/SHH have been reported for the
appearance of CP type 1 which is allelic to postaxial polydactyly A/B (Radhakrishna
et al., 1999).
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b. Postaxial polydactyly (PAP)
In postaxial polydactyly (MIM 174200), there is one or more than one extra ulnar or
fibular digit or part of it. Specifically for the postaxial polydactyly, two distinct
catagories have been recognized, i.e postaxial type A and postaxial type B, which
differ in severity, penetrance estimates and inheritance pattern (Temtamy and
McKusick, 1978).


Postaxial type A

In type A, extra digit is fully developed articulating with either the fifth metacarpal or
metatarsal, or with a duplicated metacarpal or metatarsal (Temtamy and McKusick
1978). The duplicated digit, depending upon its size may harbour one to three bony
elements, which result in flexion wrinkle and a well-developed nail. Postaxial digit
and the fifth ray shows a high variable angle-of-articulation (i.e. <30◦ –180◦). In most
cases, the extra digit is non-functional and may create problems in daily-life activities.
Type A is segregated as an autosomal dominant trait with clear penetrance (Castilla et
al., 1997; Kucheria et al., 1981). Recently two autosomal recessive PAP type A in
two Pakistani families have been mapped on chromosomes 4p16.3 (ZNF141) and
13q13.3-q21.2, (Kalsoom et al., 2012, 2013).


Postaxial type B

In PAP type B, the richest type of polydactyly in a variety of populations, the extra
digit is not well formed and frequently occurs in the form of a skin tag ranging from a
negligible sign of small protuberance to spine-like outgrowth on the ulnar side of fifth
finger, to a two to three cm long nubbin-like ‘pedunculated postminimus’ which
usually having bony element and a nail (Castilla et al., 1973). The articulation site of
the fifth digit along this nubbin is variable and frequently through a small cutaneous
bridge. Preferentially the left hand and the upper limbs are affected. This type
showing more complicated genetics and the estimated penetrance is 43% (Castilla et
al., 1973). Both PAP types A and B have been suggested two separate and genetically
heterogeneous groups due to their different segregation patterns and independent
occurrences (Castilla et al., 1973; Temtamy and McKusick 1978).
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Up to date several autosomal dominant loci for postaxial polydactyly have been
reported including PAP1 mapped on chromosome 7p13 with mutations in the GLI3
gene (Radhakrishna et al., 1997a,b), PAP2 having chromosomal address of 13q21q32 (Akarsu et al., 1997) and PAPA3 with characteristics of PAP-A/B mapped on
chromosome 19p13.1-13.2 (Zhao et al., 2002). Galjaard et al. (2003) have reported
another autosomal dominant PAP with PAP-A/B phenotypes and partial cutaneous
syndactyly on chromosome 7q21-q34.
c. Complex types of polydactyly
This type of polydactyly is not fit into familiar phenotype of postaxial or preaxial
polydactyly that is why it is placed into complex type categories.


Mirror-image polydactyly: (MIP)

In MIP (MIM 135750) there is a duplication of posterior digits while the anterior
digits are completely replaced in reverse order by the posterior digits i.e. the
arrangement of supernumerary digits in descending order from a single central digit
e.g. little finger, ring finger, middle finger, index finger and then middle finger, ring
finger, little finger with the absence of a thumb/hallux (Temtamy and McKusick,
1978). Another family described by Martin et al. (1993), in which the affected
individuals showing complete duplication of all fingers with 10 digits on the left and 9
digits on the right, forming bilaterally a complicated type of configuration. Isolated
Mirror-image polydactyly (MIP) is very rare and inherited as an autosomal dominant
entity, while it is usually described as a part of Laurin-Sandrow syndrome, which is
characterized by agenesis of tibia and/or radius, duplication of fibula and/or ulna,
duplication of little, ring and middle fingers, and absence of thumbs. The tubular
bones of lower and upper limbs has direct to a suggestion of three heritable types of
Mirror-image polydactyly (MIP): (a) PPD with tibial defect is a rare, autosomal
dominant trait with expressivity and variable penetrance; (b) agenesis of the tibia and
mirror foot; and (c) dimelia of fibula and ulnar (Temtamy and McKusick, 1978).
Mutation in MIPOL1 cause one of the phenotype of MIP localized at chromosome
14q13 (Kondoh et al., 2002). Another gene PITX1 mutation causes MIP with lowerlimb malformations (Klopocki et al., 2012).
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Mesoaxial /Central polydactyly

Mesoaxial or Central polydactyly, is a ‘hidden’ duplications with apparent syndactyly
and even synonychia, may be present as a mass of tissue in the middle part of the
hand, though, not all mesoaxial types are hidden. Mesoaxial polydactyly like
duplications of second finger frequently is inherited autosomal dominantly (Graham
and Ress, 1998). The deformity is usually bilateral, although different type’s contra
lateral hand deformities of central cleft or complex syndactyly also present. The
fourth digit is most frequently duplicated, followed by the long radial ray; these two
are more common than the duplications of index digit (Temtamy and McKusick,
1978).


Palmer and dorsal polydactyly

This is very rare and unusual type of polydactyly in which extra digit arising from the
ventrum or dorsum of the autopod. It may be shown as a minor skin tag or a poorly
developed digit ray, or an entirely developed digit with or without nail and inserted
into the autopod or palm as a hook. Depending upon the articulation, level of growth,
and musculature, the duplicated digit could be active and mobile. The mobile
duplicated digit in the hand, a ventral or palmer origin of a mobile duplicated digit is
reported (Nair et al., 2001). Similarly, it has been described that duplicated digit
arising from the dorsam of foot (Hussain et al., 2007).


Haas type polysyndactyly

In Haas type polysyndactyly (OMIM-186200), all the fingers are fused cutaneously,
and there is an extra preaxial or postaxial ray in the web (Haas 1940). Owing to a
complete syndactyly the movement of fingers is limited and the fusion of adjacent
fingers gives the hand a cup-shaped like appearance. Haas type deformity is generally
classified as type 5 syndactyly (Malik, 2012). On the bases of evidences, it has been
observed that haas type polysyndactyly is genetically heterogenous. GLI3 and ZRS
/SHH mutations are known to cause this deformity (Radhakrishna et al., 1999;
Wieczorek et al., 2010).
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Syndactyly
The term syndactyly is originated from Greek ‘Syn’ means together and ‘Dactylos’
means digits, is a digital abnormality in which contiguous fingers and/or toes are
webbed because there is embryological failure of fingers separation during limb
development. It is common in several species, including kangaroos and birds.
Syndactyly is one of the most frequent hereditary limb malformations showing an
incidence of 3–10 in 10000 births, although higher estimates ranging from 10–
40/10000 have been reported (Hay, 1971; Castilla et al., 1980). Clinically syndactyly
are a genetically heterogeneous group of disorders of hands and feet, may be
symmetrical or asymmetrical, unilateral or bilateral and the fusion may be cutaneous
or bony. In addition there is common inter- and intra-familial phenotypic variability is
present. The condition is so unpredictable that the same affected individual can
exhibit asymmetrical phenotypes in the right and left and upper and lower limbs.
Syndactyly may be described as cutaneous or bony, partial or complete, and involving
the phalanges or can be extending up to carpal/tarsal or metacarpal/metatarsal levels,
sometimes proximating the distal end of foreleg/forearm (Temtamy and McKusick,
1978). On the basis of phenotype and genotype, the recent classification scheme
describes nine types syndactyly with subdivisions, which is useful in the
understanding of syndactyly deformity and in showing its affinity with other digit
abnormality, including oligodactyly, polydactyly, and brachydactyly (Malik, 2012).
The majority of which are isolated syndactyly. Most of these are thought to be
inherited as autosomal dominant fashion. Though, two autosomal recessive and an Xlinked recessive type have also been described. Normally, autosomal dominant
phenotypes are rather less severe and show broadly incomplete penetrances and
variable expressivity. Similarly, autosomal recessive syndactylies are clinically more
severe with rather consistent phenotypes. The isolated forms of syndactyly are most
easily evaluated in their subgroups, rather than as single entity. Temtamy and
McKusick (1978) divided isolated syndactyly into five types. On the basis of
genotype and phenotype the recent classification scheme describes nine types
syndactyly.
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Syndactyly type I (SD1)

Syndactyly type 1 (SD1; MIM 185900) having autosomal dominant inheritance
fashion, accounts for the majority of isolated syndactylies (Castilla et al., 1980).
Phenotypically SD1 is characterized by complete or partial webbing of third and
fourth fingers and second and third toes, while sometime finger are associated with
bony fusion. Based on current classification and clinical observations, Syndactyly
type 1 can be subdivided into four types (a, b, c, d).
SD1-a also known as Weidenreich type (OMIM 609815) is characterized by bilateral
fusion of 2nd and 3rd toes, not including hand abnormalities. Malik et al. (2005),
mapped this subtype to chromosome 3p21.31 by predicting genetic heterogeneity in
zygodactyly and propose to designate the 3p21.31 locus as ZD1.
SD1-b, also known as Lueken type (OMIM 185900). The features are bilateral
Cutaneous 3rd and 4th fingers and fusion of 2nd and 3rd toes. Bosse et al. (2000) mapped
a large German Syndactyly type 1b family on chromosome 2q34-q36. This locus was
known as SD1 locus (Ghadami et al., 2001)
SD1-c, also known as Montagu type or 3rd and 4th fingers syndactyly, is characterized
by bilateral or unilateral cutaneous or bony webbing of 3rd and 4th fingers and
occasionally of 4th and 5th fingers. It is described that the feet are not included in this
subtype (Hsu, 1965; Montagu, 1953).
SD1-d also named as Castilla type syndactyly and has been shown in an
epidemiological study (Castilla et al., 1980). It is characterized by webbing of 4th and
5th toes. These four subtypes are very rare and little is known about the gene locus, for
the rare SD1-c and SD1-d subtypes have not been identified.


Syndactyly type 2 (SD2)

Syndactyly type 2 (MIM 185900), also called as synpolydactyly or Vordingborg type,
a well-characterized type, is genetically and clinically one of the most heterogeneous
groups involves third web spaces of the hands and bilateral synpolydactyly of the
fourth web spaces of the feet with partial or complete digit duplication within the
syndactylous web. Syndactyly type 2 is the only syndactyly type with a mesoaxial
extra finger.

Up to date synpolydactyly have been localized on three different
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chromosome (SPD1-3) with a genetic address of SPD1 located at 2q31 (Sarfarazi et
al., 1995) with mutations in HOXD13 gene (Muragaki et al., 1996; Goodman et al.,
1997; Gong et al., 2011, Kurban et al., 2011), SPD2 is located at 22q13.31 (Debeer et
al., 2002b) caused by disruption in gene FBLN1 (Debeer et al., 2002a). SPD2 is
usually thought to include synostosis of the metatarsal and metacarpal bones. SPD3 is
localized at 14q11.2-q12 (Malik et al., 2006) with causative gene not yet reported.


Syndactyly type 3 (SD3)

Syndactyly type 3 (SD3, MIM 186100), also named as Johnston–Kirby type, a ringsmall syndactyly, is fusion of bilateral and distal phalanges usually. It may be only a
rudimentary middle phalanx in the small finger (Johnston and Kirby, 1955). In order
to accommodate the webbing with small finger, the fourth finger shows valgus
deviation when the fusion is complete (Temtamy and McKusick 1978). The feet are
usually unaffected, the fused fingers are adducted and the nails are medially fused of
the syndactylous fingers. Gladwin et al. (1997) mapped oculodentodigitaldysplasia
(ODDD) with characteristic SD3 phenotypes on human chromosome 6q22-q23, with
causative mutations in connexin 43 gene (GJA1) (Paznekas et al., 2003).


Syndactyly type 4 (SD4)

Syndactyly type 4 (SD4, MIM 186200), Haas-type synpolydactyly is rare, described
by Haas in 1940, has an occurrence of 1 in 300 000, having autosomal dominant
inheritance pattern, described as complete syndactyly (Castilla et al., 1980). In this
type, all the digits of both hands are affected, with associated polydactyly, usually
involving 6 digits and 6 metacarpals, with completely fused nails or may be separated
by a groove only. There is limited flexion of fingers and the fusion of adjacent fingers
gives a cup-shaped appearance to the hands. Sato et al. (2007) mapped SD4 with
tibial hypoplasia on the long arm of chromosome 7 with a genetic address of 7q36.
Duplications in long-range sonic hedgehog (SHH) regulator (ZRS) have been reported
as a causative agent for SD4 along with associated digit phenotypes (Klopocki et al.,
2008; Sun et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2009). Wang et al. (2007) identified LMBR1 gene
mutation in Chinese family being causative agent in SD4 development.
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Syndactyly Type 5 (SD5)

Syndactyly type 5(MIM 186300) is rare type, also known as Dowd type syndactyly,
transmitted in autosomal dominant fashion. It is characterized by webbing of long and
ring fingers along with second and third toes with metacarpals 4 and 5 as the
hallmark. Syndactyly is frequently extra-ordinary extensive and complete (Robinow
et al., 1982). Some other symptoms including deviation of ulnar fingers from 2nd to
5th, shortening of fused 4th and 5th metacarpals, inter-digital cleft between 3rd and 4th
fingers, absent distal inter-phalangeal creases of the affected fingers and short distal
phalanges are also present (Dowd, 1896). Zhao et al. (2007) reported HOXD13 gene
to be a causative agent for SD5 in two large Han Chinese families. This anomaly was
described in five generations family from the island of Sesland by Kemp and Ravn
(1932). Some cases without fusion of metatarsal also exists, but normally seen with
other foot deformities (Robinow et al., 1982).


Syndactyly Type 6 (SD6)

Syndactyly type 6 also known as Mitten type, is unilateral syndactyly, in which all the
fingers are webbed except the thumb in a hand and fused 2nd and 3rd toes (Temtamy
and McKusick 1978). It is described that in most cases distal and terminal phalanges
are merged in a knot-like structure. SD6 is inherited as an autosomal dominant pattern
with incomplete penetrance and variable expressivity has been recommended for this
rare type. Due to its rarity this non-syndromic phenotype is least researched, although
Tentamy and McKusick placed this type of syndactyly in their preliminary
classification.


Syndactyly Type 7 (SD7)

Syndactyly type 7 (MIM 212780) also known as Cenani–Lenz type syndactyly (CLS)
segregating in autosomal recessive manner, manifest severe abnormalities of hands
and all digital elements. It is described by the disorganization of bones of hand in such
a way that there is no identification of phalangeal element (Cenani and Lenz, 1967).
The phalanges, carpals and metacarpals show asymmetrical synostosis giving cupshaped hands. The abnormality can involve ulna and radius that are either short,
fused, or rudimentary may resulting in dislocation of the radial head and shortening of
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the central portion of forearm (Temtamy and McKusick, 1978). In Cenani–Lenz type
there are two grossly variant clinical features including an oligodactyly type and a
spoon hand type (Harpf et al., 2005)
Li et al. (2010) reported that CLS, both oligodactyly and spoon-head types, with limb
and kidney malformations are caused by multiple mutations in LRP4, mapped on
chromosome 11p11.2. It is thought to be causative agent in SD7, play a major role in
Wnt/b-Catenin signaling.


Syndactyly Type 8 (SD8)

Syndactyly Type 8 also named as Orel-Holmes type, in which there are fusion of 4th
and 5th metacarpals with a clear ulnar deviation of the 5th finger having no other
abnormality. The 4th and 5th metacarpals are shortened with significant separation
between their distal ends (Orel, 1928; Holmes et al., 1972). Initially it was thought to
be X-linked recessive trait, however one report showing autosomal dominant
inheritance for this phenotype (Lerch, 1948).


Syndactyly Type 9 (SD9)

Type 9, Mesoaxial synostotic syndactyly (MSSD, MIM 609432), is reported in two
consanguineous pedigrees from Turkish and Pakistan (Percin et al., 1998; Malik et
al., 2004) in which the affected individuals showed mesoaxial shortening of fingers,
malformed thumbs, 3rd and 4th metacarpals showed osseous synostosis resulting into a
single digit and the 5th finger is hypoplastic and clinodactyly. Additional features
include preaxial webbing with hypoplasia of terminal phalangeal of all the toes. SD
type 9 was mapped to chromosome 17p13.3 and inherited in autosomal recessive
manner (Malik et al., 2005).

Ectrodactyly/Split Hand-Foot Malformation (SHFM)
Split-hand/foot malformation (SHFM) is a rare congenital limb malformation
involving the central rays of the autopods, presenting with syndactyly, median clefts
of hands and feet, and aplasia and/or hypoplasia of phalangeal, metacarpal and
metatarsal bones. The clinical picture of SHFM varies in severity from patient to
patient as well between the limbs in the same individual (Duijf et al., 2003; Elliott and
Evans, 2008). SHFM exists both in isolated or part of a complex syndrome. Isolated
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SHFM have six different forms, behaves as an autosomal dominant, autosomal
recessive and X-linked fashion. To date seven types of SHFM have been mapped on
different human chromosomes. However, only 3 genes (TP63, WNT10B, DLX5) for
the seven loci have been identified.
SHFM1 characterized by deep median clefts, the absence of the central digital rays,
and syndactyly of the remaining digits. This disorder transmitted as an autosomal
dominant trait, has been mapped to chromosome 7q21.3-q22 (Scherer et al., 1994),
harbour translocations, deletions, and inversions in this chromosomal region.
SHFM2 is characterized by involvement of all four limbs with monodactyly or
bidactyly of both hands and lobster-claw deformities of both feet. Mode of inheritance
of SHFM2 is X-linked trait (Ahmad et al., 1987). Faiyaz-Ul-Haque et al. (2005)
narrowed the previously linked 22-Mb genetic interval on Xq24–q26 to a 5.1-Mb
region.
SHFM3 transmitted as autosomal dominant trait and characterized by aplasia and/or
hypoplasia of the phalanges, metacarpals and metatarsals, was initially mapped to a
large interval of human chromosome 10q24-25 (Nunes et al., 1995; Ozen et al.,
1999). De Mollerat et al. (2003) reported that complex rearrangement on chromosome
10q24-q25 around the Dactylyn locus, possibly associated with gene inactivation,
however no demonstration that Dactylyn is the disease gene for SHFM3.
SHFM4 showing variable phenotypes of split hands and feet with aplasia of
phalangeal, metacarpal and metatarsal bones, with or without syndactyly and
webbing, has been mapped on human chromosome 3q27 (Ianakiev et al., 2000). It is
caused by pathogenic sequence variants in p63 gene, coding for a transcription factor
homologous to p53 and p73 (Ianakiev et al., 2000; van Bokhoven and Brunner, 2002;
Berdon-Zapata et al., 2004).
SHFM5 having autosomal dominant inheritance fashion has been mapped on
chromosome 2q31 (Boles et al., 1995). It includes closely related genes DLX1 and
DLX2 in this region with no pathogenic variants yet reported. The double knockout of
Dlx5 and Dlx6 (Dlx5/6 D-KO) in the mouse causes ectrodactyly in the hind limbs
with defective development of the middle portion of the apical ectoderm ridge (AER)
(Merlo et al., 2002; Robledo et al., 2002). Goodman et al. (2002) proposed that
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haploinsufficiency of the 5̍ HOXD, EVX2, or DLX1 and DLX2 genes may lead to
SHFM5 and other digit defects.
SHFM6 having autosomal recessive inheritance fashion, has been mapped on
chromosome 12q13.11-q13, with mutations in WNT10B as a causative gene (Ugur
and Tolun, 2008; Blattner et al., 2010; Khan et al., 2012; Aziz et al., 2014). The gene
WNT10B is one of the members of WNT gene family, which contains at least 18 other
genes. Proteins encoded by these genes bind cell surface frizzled (FZD) and lowdensity lipoprotein receptor related proteins resulting in activation of a conserved
“canonical” signaling pathway (Peifer and Polakis, 2000). The Wnt signaling through
proteins such as Wnt6, Wnt10a and Wnt10b plays an important role in development
and maintenance of many organs and tissues including bones (Cadigan and Nusse,
1997; Cawthorn et al., 2012). The role of Wnt signaling pathway has been
investigated in the developing limb bud that controls multiple processes such as limb
patterning and limb morphogenesis. Another locus for SHFM was identified by
Gurnett et al. (2006) on chromosome 8q21.11–q22.3. It includes closely related genes
FZD6 and GDF6 in this region with no pathogenic variants yet reported.

Ellis-Van Creveld Syndrome
Ellis–van Creveld (EVC, MIM 225500) syndrome is an autosomal recessive skeletal
dysplasia, first described by Richard Ellis and Simon Van Creveld in 1940. Skeletal
defects, oral and dental anomalies, nail dystrophies and cardiac abnormalities are the
identifying features of EVC syndrome. To date several cases have been reported in
different ethnic groups with parental consanguinity in about 30% of cases (Gorlin et
al., 2001). EVC syndrome is commonly observed in Amish community of Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, where the incidence is estimated to be 5/1000 live births as compared
to 7/10,00,000 in non-Amish population (Stoll et al., 1989; Dugoff et al., 2001).
Since 1940 about 300 cases of the syndrome have been reported in different ethnic
groups (Zangwill et al., 1998).
Major skeletal abnormalities reported in cases of EVC syndrome included distal
shortening of upper and lower limbs, disproportionate dwarfism with short ribs and
exceptionally long and narrow trunk, short broad hands with bilateral postaxial
polydactyly type A, partial cutaneous syndactyly and genu velgum. Radiological
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study showed short middle and distal phalanges, hamate and capitate bone fusion,
coned shaped epiphysis, mild bowing of humerus, complete or partial fusion of
metacarpal and metatarsal bones, fusion of proximal tibia and fibula (Ulucan et al.,
2008; Vinay et al., 2009). Oral and dental anomalies associated with EvC are
maxillary and mandibular submucosal clefts, labiogingival adherences causing a lip to
present a V shaped notch in the mid line, dystrophic philtrum, multiple frenula,
hypodontia, natal and neonatal teeth, conical and microdontic teeth, malocclusion,
delayed teeth eruption and enamel hypoplasia (Sarnat et al., 1980; Deborah et al.,
1988; Hunter and Roberts, 1998; Atasu and Biren, 2000; Cahuana et al., 2004).
Nearly nails in all the EVC patients are short, thin, hypoplastic and often spoon
shaped (Al-khenaizan et al., 2001; Gorlin et al., 2001). Congenital heart defects occur
in 50–60% of EVC cases, and are a major cause of reduced life expectancy (Digilio et
al., 1999). AVCD (Atrioventricular Canal Defect), CA (Common Atrium), LSVC
(Left Superior Vena Cava) and pulmonary venous abnormalities are most commonly
heart defects reported in EVC patients (Digilio et al., 1999; Hills et al., 2011).
Ellis-van Creveld syndrome is caused by mutations in two genes, EVC (MIM 604831)
and EVC2 (MIM 607261), arranged in head to head configuration and separated by
2.6 kb genomic sequence on chromosome 4p16 (Ruiz-Perez et al., 2003). The EVC
and EVC2 express in the heart, kidney, lungs and developing bones. In bones, the
expression was observed in the developing vertebral bodies, ribs and both upper and
lower limbs being higher in the distal limbs compared with the proximal limbs (RuizPerez et al., 2000). The EVC phenotype caused by mutations in either of the two
genes is indistinguishable, which indicates that both the genes are involved in
common signaling pathway (Tompson et al., 2007; Valencia et al., 2009).
Both EVC and EVC2 act as positive regulators of hedgehog (hh) signal transduction
pathway by localizing at the basal body and membrane of chondrocyte cilia, in a codependent manner. Their co-localization requires the interaction between the
intracellular C-terminus portions of EVC and EVC2 (Ruiz-Perez et al., 2007; Blair et
al., 2011). EVC is also expressed in the primary cilia of osteoblasts thus transducing
the hh signals in osteoblast. Pacheco et al. (2012) have reported that EVC is involved
in promoting chondrocyte proliferation and hypertrophy, and differentiation of
osteoblasts in the perichondrium. These authors have further shown normal Indian
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hedgehog (Ihh) expression in EVC knockout mice but reduced expression of Ihh
downstream targets Ptch1, Gli1 and Pthrp in chondrocytes.

Mapping of Skeletal Disorders Genes
Linkage analysis and association studies are currently used techniques for genetic
mapping. Linkage analysis is used to identify a wide genomic region that might
contain a disease gene, while an association study is designed to identify the causal
gene (s) within the linkage region (Ferreira, 2004). The basic principle of linkage
analysis is that alleles at two nearby loci on the chromosome will segregate together
more often during meiosis.
Linkage analysis is based on two main approaches, parametric (model-based) and
nonparametric (model-free). Parametric linkage analysis is most suitable for
monogenic disorders showing Mendelian inheritance pattern and requires a specific
genetic model for which parameters like gene frequencies, mode of inheritance, and
penetrance have been estimated.
Once a chromosomal location (candidate region) for a disease phenotype has been
established by linkage analysis all genes in the candidate region are analyzed for
mutations. Different types of marker are used to track a gene within a family which
may consists of all types of genetic variations like single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNPs), microsatellite repeats number variations and copy number variations (CNVs).
The microsatellites are highly polymorphic and informative for recovering maximum
information from a pedigree. SNPs markers on the other hand are biallelic and
abundant throughout the human genome, and can be easily genotyped with reduced
time and cost in high throughput formats such as SNP microarrays (Gibbs and
Singleton, 2006; Wang et al., 2009).
Linkage study design is unsuitable for extremely rare Mendelian disorders because of
the difficulty in collection of an adequate number of affected individuals (of
multigenerational pedigree) and families for a statistically powerful study. This
approach is also not applicable for sporadic cases. Furthermore, the linkage study
design is also not robust enough for Mendelian disorders with genetic heterogeneity
and phenotypic heterogeneity.
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Up to 1 million SNPs throughout the genome can now be assayed by commercially
available genotyping microarray products. CNVs are used in array comparative
genomic hybridization (aCGH), that scan the entire genome and readily identifies
pathogenic chromosomal duplications or deletions responsible for disease phenotype.
The identification of gene underlying Mendelian disorders has been accelerated
recently by the introduction of novel genetic technique, whole exome sequencing
(WES). The basic principal of WES is to selectively amplify or capture coding
regions which harbors 85% of disease mutations (Choi et al., 2009), from a DNA
sample followed by massively parallel next generation sequencing (NGS) (Biesecker,
2010). It is an effective technique to study the extremely rare Mendelian disorders for
which only small numbers of samples are available, sporadic cases and complex
diseases that are otherwise not possible by conventional linkage studies. Other
applications includes detection of population genetic variation e.g for geneticassociation studies, molecular diagnosis of Charcot– Marie–Tooth neuropathy and
autosomal recessive Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy (Lupski et al., 2010;
Montenegro et al., 2011; Jimenez-Escrig et al., 2012). The cost of exome sequencing
studies is now more affordable.
Objective of the study, presented in the thesis, was to identify the genetic defects
underlying skeletal dysplasias in Pakistan. The localization of genetic defect was
detected using a panel of microsatellite markers spaced at approximately 3 cM and
high density genome wide SNP arrays. This was followed by DNA sequencing of the
candidate genes to identify potential sequence variants. Following this strategy ten
families with various disorders of skeleton were collected from different parts of
Pakistan. Two of these families showed autosomal recessive form of polydactyly, one
syndactyly, three split-hands and foot malformation, three Ellis-Van creveled
Syndrome, and one Acromesomelic dysplasia. Human genome scan mapped three
novel loci and exome sequencing identified a disease causing mutation in a novel
gene. In addition, four novel mutations have been identified in EVC, EVC2 and
WNT10B genes in families linked to previously reported loci.
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MATERIALS and METHODS
Subjects Recruited for the Study
For the study, presented in the present dissertation, ten consanguineous families
exhibiting various forms of inherited skeletal dysplasias were recruited from different
remote regions of three provinces Punjab, Sindh and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KPK) of
the country. Approval of the study was obtained from the Institutional Review Board
(IRB), Quaid-i-Azam University (QAU), Islamabad, Pakistan. All the ten families
were informed about purpose of the study, and accordingly written consents were
provided by affected members/parents/guardians for clinical and genetic analyses of
the condition diagnosed in the family.
Depending upon the information provided by elders of the families, pedigrees were
constructed following the procedure described by Bennett et al. (2008). Pattern of
inheritance of the disease in each pedigree was deduced by observing mode of
transmission of the phenotype within the family. Males and females were symbolized
by squares and circles, respectively. Unfilled and blackened squares and circles
represent unaffected and affected individuals, respectively. Crossed symbols indicate
deceased individuals. Each generation was denoted by Roman numerals (I, II, III, IV,
V, VI) while individuals within a generation were denoted by Arabic numerals (1, 2,
3, 4). Double marriage lines indicate consanguineous unions.
Affected individuals of the families were clinically investigated by Medical
Officers/Incharge of Health Services at National Institute of Rehabilitation Medicine,
Islamabad and Pakistan Institute of Medical Sciences (PIMS), Islamabad. In few
cases, investigation was performed at local government hospitals. Medical Officers at
the hospital provided information about the type of bones involved in the skeletal
dysplasia and status of dentition, sweating, nails, heart, eyes, chest, brain etc in the
affected members. Bone X rays of the patients, diagnosed with skeletal deformities,
were provided by Department of Radiology at the respective hospital.
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Blood Sampling
Peripheral blood samples, 5-10 ml, were collected from those affected and unaffected
individuals who were available at the time of the study, in 10 ml vacutainer tubes (BD
vacutainer K2 EDTA 18 mg) by venipuncture with the help of 5 ml (BD 0.60 mm X
25 mm, 23 G X 1 TW) and 10 ml (BD 0.8 mm X 38 mm 21 G X 1 ½ TW) syringes,
attached usually with a butterfly (BD Vacutainer, EcllipseTMBlood collection needle
with pre-attached holder). Blood samples were stored at 4°C.

Extraction of Human Genomic DNA
From peripheral blood samples, genomic DNA was extracted following standard
phenol-chloroform method (Sambrooket al., 1989) and commercially available
extraction kits.
a. Phenol-Chloroform Method
In organic (Phenol-Chloroform) method, 0.75 ml of blood and equal volume of
solution A (0.32 M Sucrose, 10 mM Tris pH 7.5, 5 mM MgCl2, 1% v/v Triton X-100)
was mixed in a 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube (Axygen, Union City, California, USA)
and kept at room temperature for 10-15 minutes. The centrifugation was then
performed at 13,000 rpm for 1min, supernatant was discarded and pellet was
suspended in 400 μl of solution A. Centrifugation was repeated and the nuclear pellet
was resuspended in 400 μl of solution B (10 mM Tris pH 7.5, 400 mMNaCl, 2 mM
EDTA pH 8.0), 12 μl of 20% SDS and 6μl of proteinase K and incubated at 37 oC
overnight or at 65oC for 3 hours. Following the pellet was dissolved, 500 μl of fresh
mixture of equal volumes of Phenol and Chloroform: Isoamyl alcohol (24:1 volumes)
was added to the microcentrifuge tube, mixed thoroughly and centrifuged for 10
minutes at 13,000 rpm. The upper aqueous phase was then transferred to a new
microcentrifuge tube and 500 μl of Chloroform: Isoamyl alcohol mixture was added
and recentrifuged for 10 minutes at 13000 rpm. The aqueous phase was again placed
in a new microcentrifuge tube and DNA was precipitated by adding 55 μl of sodium
acetate (3M, pH 6) and 500 μl of ice cold isopropanol, followed by centrifugation at
13,000 rpm for 10 minutes. The supernatant was discarded and DNA pellet was
washed with ice cold 70% ethanol and dried in vacuum concentrator 5301
(Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) at 30oC for 7-10 minutes. Dried DNA pellet was
dissolved in 150 μl of Tris-EDTA buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 0.2 mM Na2EDTA, pH
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7.5) and then quantified by Nanodrop-1000 spectrometer (Thermo Scientific,
Wilmington, USA).
b. DNA Extraction using Commercially Available Kits
GenEluteTM Blood Genomic DNA Kit (SIGMA ALDRICH, Germany) was used for
isolating DNA from blood. Prior to DNA extraction, the blood collected in the EDTA
tubes was equilibrated to room temperature. Extraction was performed according to
manufacturer’s protocol beginning by mixing 200 μl of blood and 25 μl of proteinase
K solution in a1.5 ml micocentrifuge tube. 200 μl of lysis Solution C was then added
to the tube. The mixture was vortexed thoroughly for 10-15 seconds and incubated at
65oC for 10-15 minutes for lysis. After incubation, 200μl of ethanol (99-100%) was
added to the lysate, mixed thoroughly and transferred to the prepared GenElute
Miniprep Binding Column (prepared by adding 500μl of Column Preparation Solution
to GenElute Miniprep Binding Column, and centrifuged at 13,000×g for 1min).
Centrifugation was then performed at 6500×g for 1 min, followed by addition of 500
ul of wash solution (ethanol added) and centrifugation was repeated again at 6500×g
for 1 min. The column was transferred into new collection tube and 500μl of wash
solution (ethanol added) was added and centrifugation was carried out for 3minutes at
maximum speed to dry the column. Finally 200 μl of the elution solution was added to
the column and centrifugation at 6500×g for 1minute was performed twice. The
eluted DNA was stored in a microcentrifuge tube at 4°C.

RNA Isolation and cDNA Preparation
For RNA isolation, 3 ml of the peripheral blood was collected in Tempus™ Blood
RNA Tubes (AB, Foster City CA, USA). Total RNA from the whole blood was
isolated using Tempus™ Spin RNA Isolation kit (AB, Foster City CA, USA)
according to the manufacturer's protocol. RNA was further purified by treatment with
10X DNase (Massachusetts, USA), containing 100 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.5), 25 mM
MgCl2 and 1 mM CaCl2, to remove traces of genomic DNA present in RNA
preparation. The purified RNA was stored at −20°C. The cDNA was prepared using
total RNA as template by RT-PCR reaction using TaqMan® PreAmp Master Mix Kit
(AB, Foster City CA, USA).
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Polymerase Chain Reaction
The DNA was quantified by NanoDrop spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies,
Inc., USA), measuring optical density at 260 nm and diluted to 40 ng/µl. Polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) was carried out in 25 µl reaction volumes containing 40 ng
human genomic DNA, 10-20 pmol of each primer, 200 µM of each deoxynucleoside
triphosphate (dNTP), 2.5 µl reaction buffer (KCl 50 mM, Tris-HCl pH 8.3, 1.5 mM
MgCl2) and 1 unit of Taq DNA polymerase (MBI Fermentas, Life Sciences, UK). The
thermal cycling conditions used included 95°C for 10 min, followed by 40 cycles of
94°C for 45 seconds, 55-57°C for 1 min, 72°C for 1 min and a final extension at 72°C
for 10 min. Amplification of GC rich sequences and other such targets was achieved
using GC-rich PCR system (Roche Applied Science, Indianapolis, USA), capable of
amplifying sequences up to 5 kb. PCR was performed using GeneAmp® PCR system
9700 obtained from Applied Biosystems (Applera Corp, Foster City, CA, USA).

Mapping Known Genes
The families, recruited for the present study, were initially tested for linkage using
highly polymorphic microsatellite markers linked to the previously known causative
genes. The microsatellite markers with an average heterozygosity of > 70% were
selected from second-generation combined linkage physical map of the human
genome build 36.2 (Matise et al., 2007). Chromosomal location of the genes,
considered for analysis, was according to National Center for Biotechnology
Information (NCBI). Positive and convincing linkage to a gene in the family was
followed by sequencing the corresponding gene to identify a functional pathogenic
variant causing a particular disease phenotype. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was
performed as: 1 μl of genomic DNA (40 ng), 0.3 μl of each primer (20 pmol/μl), 0.5
μl of deoxyribonucleotide (dNTPs) mix (20mM), 1 unit of Taq DNA polymerase, 2.5
μl of 10x reaction buffer and 1.5 μl of 25mM MgCl2 (MBI Fermentas, Life Sciences,
UK) in a final volume of 25 μl. The thermal cycling conditions used included 95°C
for 1 min, followed by 39 cycles of 95°C for 1 min, 57°C for 1 min, 72°C for 1 min,
and final extension at 72°C for 10 min. PCR amplified products were resolved on 8%
non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel, stained with ethidium bromide and genotypes
were assigned by visual inspection. The microsatellite markers used for mapping
known genes in the families are listed in Table 2.1.
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Human Genome Scan
In case of those families which failed to show linkage to the previously reported
genes, human genome scan was carried out at Center for Mendelian Genomics,
Washington USA. The genome scan was performed using Infinium® Human core
exome chip (Illumina, USA), which consists of more than 500,000 SNP markers. The
genotype data was analyzed by Homozygositymapper to find common homozygous
by descent regions (Seelow et al., 2009, ttp://www.homozygositymapper.org/) and
linkage analysis was performed on Superlink-Online (Silberstein et al., 2006). These
analyses were performed by assuming the disease frequency 0.001 and complete
recessive inheritance model. Allele frequencies for SNP markers were estimated using
founders and reconstructed founders from additional Pakistani families genotyped
along with families presented in the dissertation. The genetic map positions were
based on the Rutgers combined linkage-physical maps (build 37) (Matise et al.,
2007).

Array Comparative Genomic Hybridization (Array CGH)
Array CGH is an advance technique based on the co-hybridization of control genomic
and sample DNAs. High resolution array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH)
(1M oligo array, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, California, USA) was performed
to screen for pathogenic copy number variation (CNV), in an affected member of the
family under observation. DNA’s from both the test and control individuals were
subjected to restriction digestion. 5.8 μl of Digestion Master Mix [2.6 µl 10X buffer
C, 0.20 µl of BSA (10 µg/µl), 0.50 µl each of Alu I (10 u/µl, promega, Madison,
Wisconsin, USA) and Rsa I (10u/µl, promega, Madison, Wisconsin, USA)] was
added to reaction tube containing 1.5 µg/20.2 µl of DNA to make a total volume of 26
μl. To inactivate the enzymes after mixing the samples were placed in thermocycler
for incubation at 37°C for 2 hours and then at 65°C for 20 minutes. 2 μl of the
digested genomic DNA was run on 0.8% agarose gel to check the completeness of the
digestion. According to Agilent’s protocol for enzymatic labeling, digested test and
control DNA was labeled with CY3-dUTP and CY5-dUTP, respectively using
random primers and the exo-Klenow fragment (Supplied with Agilent Genomic DNA
Labeling Kit PLUS). For labeling, 5 µl of random primers were added to each
reaction tube containing 26 µl of digested genomic DNA, mixed well and placed in
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thermocycler for incubation at 95°C for 3min. The samples were allowed to cool
down at 4°C for at least 5 min before adding 19 µl of labeling master mix (10 µl 5X
buffer, 5 µl 10X dNTP-Mix, 3 µl CY3 or CY5 and 1 µl Klenow fragment) and then
the cycler program continues for 2hr at 37°C and finally for 10min at 65°C for
enzyme inactivation. The fluorescently labeled DNA’s were purified with Microcon
YM-30 filter (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) and efficiency of labeling was
measured using a Nanophotometer® P-Class (Implen, GmbH, München, Germany).
The appropriate CY5-labeled sample and CY3-labeled sample were combined in a
new 1.5-ml microfuge tube and nuclease free water was added to bring volume to 158
µl. 362 µl of the hybridization master mix containing 50 µl Cot1-DNA human
(Invitrogen Co, San Diego, CA, USA), 52 µl 10x Blocking Agent (supplied by
Agilent, Santa Clara, California, USA) 260 µl 2x Hi-RPM-Hyb-buffer (supplied by
Agilent, Santa Clara, California, USA) was added to the labeled sample mixture. The
tubes were then shifted to preheated water bath set at 95°C and allowed to incubate
for 3 min, and then immediately transferred to thermomixer at 37°C for 30 min. The
samples were loaded on to 1M Array (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, California,
USA) and hybridized for 40hr at 65°C and 20 rpm in the Hyb-Oven from Agilent
(Santa Clara, California, USA).
Washing was performed after hybridization, according to manufacturer’s instructions
(Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, California, USA) and array was scanned with
GenePix 4000B scanner at 3 μm resolution. Analysis of the files prepared after
scanning was performed with Feature Extraction 9.5.3.1 and CGH Analytics 3.4.40
software (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA), with the following settings used:
Aberration Algorithm: ADM-2; Threshold: 6.0; Window Size: 0.2 Mb; Filter: 5
probes, log2 ratio ¼ 0.29, based on NCBI Build 36 of the human genome and UCSC
version hg18 released on March, 2006. The genomic profile was visualized with
Signal Map software (Signal Map v1.9.0.03, Nimble Gen).

Candidate Genes Sequencing
Candidate genes in linkage interval were prioritized with GeneDistiller-2
(http://www.genedistiller.org/) by selecting the physical position of the markers at
start and end of the interval. GeneDistiller-2 software search for a gene of interest in
the linkage interval on the basis of information available about human disease
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phenotype, animal model, molecular function, tissue specific expression and
subcellular localization. In the present study, five candidate genes were sequenced to
search for the pathogenic sequence variant. These included FAM92A1 (NM_145269),
WNT10B (MIM 601906), NPR2 (MIM 108961), EVC (MIM 604831), and EVC2
(MIM 607261). Primers to amplify the exons and splice junctions of the candidate
genes were designed from intronic regions of the genes using primer3 software
(Rozen and Skaletsky, 2000). Primer sequences, melting temperature (Tm) and size of
the amplified products of various exons of each gene are listed in Tables 2.2-2.6.
Reaction mixture containing 1µl DNA (50ng), 1µl primer (10pmol/µl), 1µl dNTPs
mix (20mM), 1µl Taq (5u/µl), 5 µl of 10x buffer, 3 µl MgCl2 (25mM) in a total
volume of 50 µl was subjected to thermocycling conditions as described above. The
amplified PCR products were analyzed on 2% agarose gel, purified by commercially
available kit, Fermentas GeneJETTM PCR Purification Kit (MBI Fermentas, Life
Sciences, UK), reanalyzed on 2% agarose gel and were sequenced in sense and
antisense direction by dye termination cycle sequencing chemistry on ABI 310
genetic analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Inc., Foster City, CA, USA). Sequenced data
was aligned to reference genomic sequence from Ensemble Genome Browser
(http://www.ensemble.org) via BIOEDIT sequence alignment editor version 6.0.7
(http://www.mbio.ncsu.edu/BioEdit/bioedit.html) for the identification of pathogenic
sequence variant. Ethnically matched control individuals were screened for newly
identified mutations. Segregation analysis of the mutations in all family members was
performed by sequencing. Homology searches were carried out to check the
evolutionary conservation of substituted residues. Restriction fragment length
polymorphism (RFLP) analysis was carried out in cases where mutations created or
abolished the restriction enzyme site. Pathological characteristics of the mutation
were

analyzed

using

protein

prediction

(http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph/)

and

tools,

PolyPhen-2
SIFT

http://sift.jcvi.org/www/SIFT_seq_submit2.html).

Whole Exome Sequencing (WES)
Whole exome sequencing was carried out at Center for Mendelian Genomics,
Washington USA. Briefly, for whole exome sequencing of the target region of all
human Consensus Coding Sequence (CCDS) exons (Pruitt et al., 2009), 4 µg of
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genomic DNA was enriched with Agilent’s Sure Select Human All Exon Kit V2
(Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, California, USA) followed by sequencing on
Illumina Genome Analyzer II with 100 bp single end reads (Illumina, Inc., Allendale,
NJ, USA). The raw data of ∼5GB per Exome was mapped to the haploid human
reference sequence hg 19 (GRCh37) with Novoalign (Hercus, 2011). Single
nucleotide variants and short insertions and deletion were identified with SAM tools
(Li et al., 2010). All variants were annotated with annovar (Wabg et al., 2010) and
filtered for missense, nonsense, frameshift, and splice site mutations in GeneTalk
(Krawitz and Kamphans, 2012). All genotypes that possessed a frequency above
0.001 in dbSNP (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/), the 1000 genomes
project

or

the

5000

exomes

project

(Altshuler

et

al.,

2010;

URL:http://evs.gs.washinton.edu/EVS/) were removed. The filtered variants were
verified by routine Sanger Sequencing in all family members with ABI Prism BigDye
terminator cycle sequencing reaction kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, California,
USA) on ABI3730 Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, California,
USA). Primer sequences, melting temperature (Tm) and size of the amplified products
for all variants are presented in Table 2.2-2.6.
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Table 2.1: List of microsatellite markers used to test linkage to genes/loci involved in
various forms of skeletal deformities
N
o

Phenotype

1. PAPA1 (Postaxial
Polydactyly Type A
and B)

Chromosome

Gene

Markers

cM*

Mb+

7p13

GLI3

D7S2541

60.90

40.11

D7S2469

61.51

41.08

D7S3043

62.11

41.55

D7S691

62.99

41.99

D7S1526

64.03

42.47

D7S2428

64.26

43.21

D7S1488

66.53

44.75

D7S2427

66.58

44.93

D13S1318

64.58

71.39

D13S800

67.39

72.77

D13S162

71.71

74.87

D13S1306

73.25

76.54

D13S921

75.46

79.57

D13S628

79.02

84.58

D13S1300

83.9

91.40

D13S1280

90.12

95.54

D19S583

29.1

9.91

D19S584

31.43

11.06

D19S558

33.62

13.17

D19S840

34.46

13.70

D19S226

36.7

14.49

D19S929

37.65

15.02

D7S820

98.12

83.62

D7S2409

103.20

91.13

D7S2480

110.44

99.89

D7S2459

118.18

107.11

D7S655

126.55

118.45

D7S635

131.29

127.06

D7S512

138.56

131.51

D7S2560

146.39

137.84

D7S2513

151.48

141.05

Preaxial Polydactyly
Type IV

2. PAP-A2 (Postaxial
Polydactyly Type A)

3. PAP-A3 (Postaxial
Polydactyly Type
A/B)

4. PAP-A4 (Postaxial
Polydactyly Type
A/B and partial
cutaneous
syndactyly)

13q21-q32

19p13.1-p13.2

7q21-q34

Continued…..
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Continued from the previous page
N
o

Phenotype

Chromosome

5.

Postaxial
Polydactyly
PAP-A (Autosomal
Recessive)

13q13.3-q21.2

6

7

8

9

Syndactyly type 1

Syndactyly type 2

Syndactyly type 3

Syndactyly type 4

Gene

2q34-q36

2q31

6q22-q23

7q36

HOXD13

GJA1

LMBR1

Markers

cM*

Mb+

D13S1288

39.13

38.42

D13S263

43.02

40.97

D13S1312

54.95

44.83

D13S1807
D13S233

55.50
56.13

54.00
58.34

D13S889

58.52

62.46

D2S153

208.89

211.4

D2S1345

213.2

214.9

D2S164

218.5

217.7

D2S163

223.9

220.6

D2S102

227.5

222.8

D2S148

186.9

177.5

D2S364

190.1

182.8

D2S389

194.6

191.4

D2S117

197.2

195.4

D2S2392

200.1

199.5

D6S1608

125.2

120.9

D6S979

127.2

124.0

D6S1702

130.3

125.4

D6S407

132.5

128.8

D6S1572

135.4

131.3

D7S3058

176.5

154.1

D7S550

180.6

155.2

D7S559

183.93

156.1

D7S22

186.0

157.6

D7S427

188.0

158.5

Continued….
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N
o

Phenotype

Chromosome

Gene

Markers

cM*

Mb+

10

Synpolydactyly

22q13.31

FBLN1

D22S532

63.07

44.50

D22S1153

63.22

44.78

D22S1160

63.55

44.80

D22S1170

68.37

46.72

D22S1169

74.77

47.78

Type 2

11

12

13

Split-hand/foot
malformation 6

Acromesomelic
Dysplasia, Type
Maroteaux

12p11.1q13.13

9p21-p12

Ellis-van2Creveld
Syndrome (EVC)

4P16

WNT10B

NPR2

EVC
EVC2

D12S2080

56.45

33.30

D12S1668

57.55

39.48

D12S291

61.09

41.68

D12S85

63.41

45.62

D12S339

65.54

46.80

D12S347

67.30

50.29

D12S1586

69.56

52.43

D9S1118

57.01

31.82

D9S1845

58.15

33.05

D9S1817

59.01

33.75

D9S50

60.81

36.70

D9S1874

61.38

37.12

D4S2936

0.61

0.682

D4S412

3.6

3.350

D4S2285

7.97

5.154

D4S3366

12.57

6.535

D4S3007

13.21

6.833

D4S394

14.94

7.010

D4S2983

17.75

7.796

*genetic distance (centiMorgan) and +physical distance (mega base pairs) are
according to the second-generation combined linkage physical map of the human
genome (Matise et al., 2007).
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Table 2.2: Primer sequences used for amplification of the gene WNT10B
Sequences 5’ to 3’

Exon Primer
WNT10B-2_3F

Product
Size (bp)

CTCAGGGACTCTGGGAATC

2&3

Tm
(°C)
57.1

769
WNT10B-2_3R

AATTCCAGGAGAGGCCCCT

WNT10B-4F

CTTTCTGCCTCCACACTCTC

4

62.2
57.6
552

WNT10B-4R

GGTGAGTGTCAGTCACTCAT

WNT10B-5F1

GCTAACTGCAATGTCCTTTCTG

5

53.1
59.0
575

WNT10B-5R1

CATCACACAGCACATAGCAG

WNT10B-5F2

CTCTCAGGAGAGCTGGTCTA

5

56.3
54.8
434

WNT10B-5R2

AGGCTACACATCCCAGAGTC

56.8

Tm = melting temperature, 0C = degree centigrade, bp = base pair
Table 2.3: Primer sequences used for amplification of the gene EVC
Exon

Primer

Sequences 5’ to 3’

EVC-1F

AGTTTTGAGCGGTGATCCAG

1

Product
Size (bp)

Tm
(°C)
60.3

611
EVC-1R

AACGGAGTGGGATGTAACAG

57.5

EVC-2F

CAAGCTTGAGAAGCACAGAG

56.5

EVC-2R

GAGGCTTGTCTACATGACAC

EVC-3F

CCTTTCTGAGGCTGCTATTAC

2

356

3

53.0
56.0
294

EVC-3R

CAGGACCAAACATCACACAG

EVC-4F

CTAGCGTGAATCACTGGTAG

4

57.5
53.6
401

EVC-4R

CCTCCTCTGACAATGATGTG

EVC-5F

CTGTGGCTTGTACTGATGAG

5

56.5
54.3
284

EVC-5R

ACTGATGTCTGCCTCTCAAG

55.4
Continued….
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Continued from the previous page
Exon

Product Size
(bp)

Tm
(°C)

Primer

Sequences 5’ to 3’

EVC-6F

TCGGAGTTCCTTTCCTTCAG

EVC-6R

CAGTGACCGTCTTTGAGTAG

53.4

EVC-7F

GGTCAAACCTCATGTACAAC

52.7

EVC-7R

TAGCATCAGAAACTGGATCC

55.3

EVC-8F

GAACCAGACAATGGAACCAG

58.0

EVC-8R

GATGGATGGAAGGGTCAATG

60.1

EVC-9F

AGATCTCGCTCATGAAGGAG

57.1

EVC-9R

GTACAGAGAAGGGAAGAGAG

EVC-10F

ACTACTAGTGGGACCTACAG

6

59.4
515

7

447

8

571

9

568

10

50.6
48.3
529

EVC-10R

GCAGCACAACTCTTATCACC

EVC-11F

TGCCTCAGTTTCCTTGTGTG

11

55.9
59.9
430

EVC-11R

AACTGCCTCGGTTTCTGATG

EVC-12F

CTTGAGAGTTCCTGTCTGTG

12

60.3
53.2
469

EVC-12R

CAACAGTCATCTCCGTAGAG

EVC-13F

ATCCCTTCCTTACTCCACAG

13

53.3
55.7
460

EVC-13R

CACTGTACAGATGAGGACAC

EVC-14F

AATAGACAAGCAGATGGCGG

14

50.9
60.2
583

EVC-14R

ATGTGTGCAGTGTAAGCTGC

57.5

EVC-15F

CACAGACACCTAACAGACAC

51.1

EVC-15R

AAGTCATGGAGAAGTCAGGC

15

535
56.9
Continued……
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Continued from the previous page
Exon

Primer

Sequences 5’ to 3’

EVC-16F

TGGTGAGTAGGTGGAAGATC

Product Size (bp)

Tm(°C)
55.0

16

467
EVC-16R

CACTGGATGTGTGCTTATGC

EVC-17F

GGTGGAAGGATACACTCTTG

57.7
54.6

17

438
EVC-17R

TCACTCATTTGTGCCAGGTG

EVC-18F

CTCTCTAAACTCCCGTGTTG

60.7
55.0

18

631
EVC-18R

TGTCAGCTCCATAGATGAGG

EVC-19F

CTCTCTGGGATGTATGTTGG

56.3
55.5

19

493
EVC-19R

AGTCAGTTAGGAGACACAGC

EVC-20F

AGTTGAGTGGCTGCAATAGC

51.8
58.1

20

472
EVC-20R

AAACAGGAAGGGTAACAGCC

EVC-21F

CACTTGGATGACCTCCTACC

58.2
57.0

21

409
EVC-21R

TTCTCTGTCCCTCTCAGAAG

54.6

Tm = melting temperature, 0C = degree centigrade, bp = base pair

Table 2.4: Primer sequences used for amplification of the gene EVC2
Exon

Primer

Sequences 5’ to 3’

EVC2-2F

TCCATGTACCCTGTAGTCTG

2

Product Size (bp)

Tm
(°C)
53.4

479
EVC2-2R

AGTCAAACCTCCTCTCCATC

EVC2-3F

TGGTGTAAGCTCATGTCCAC

3

55.7
57.1
398

EVC2-3R

AGACTTGTGTAGGTAAGCCC

EVC2-4F

TTCCTGGATGCCTAATGTGC

4

53.5
61.0
367

EVC2-4R

CTGACCCAGAACACATTCAC

EVC2-5F

TACAAAGGGCTTCCTTGCTG

5

56.4
60.4
391

EVC2-5R

CTTATCTGCTAGGTGGCATC

55.1
Continued…..
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Continued from the previous page
Exon

Primer

Sequences 5’ to 3’

EVC2-6F

TTCACAAGCTCTGACCTGTG

6

Product Size (bp)

Tm
(°C)
57.5

318
EVC2-6R

CCAGTCTCAACGCATAACTG

EVC2-7F

GACTCAAATGCAAGCGAGTC

7

56.9
58.6
519

EVC2-7R

GTTCTGTGATTGTGCCTAGG

EVC2-8F

TTACTGTGGTCACAGTGGTG

8

55.8
55.3
476

EVC2-8R

GACTTCCTTAGAGCAGGAAG

EVC2-9F

TGGATGAAGCAGAAGTGAGC

9

53.5
59.1
610

EVC2-9R

AATGAGTGGGTGGTTGGATG

EVC2-10F

GCCTGTACACATTGCATTGC

10

60.6
60.2
405

EVC2-10R

AGGACTGAACTCTGAGAGAG

EVC2-11F

CATCTGGGTCTAGAATGCAC

11

50.8
55.7
476

EVC2-11R

CCAGTCTGTGGTATTCTGTC

EVC2-12F

GGAGATGAATGTTCAGGCAC

12

52.9
58.1
384

EVC2-12R

TAGATGGCACATCATGGTGC

EVC2-13F

TCTGCCCTTACTCTGCTAG

13
EVC2-13R

AAGTCGCTACCAATCAACAG

EVC2-14F

TGCATCTCTGGCTTCTTCAC

14

60.5
53.3
503
55.5
59.1
435

EVC2-14R

GAATAGCTGGACACCAATGC

EVC2-15F

AACTGAGCTCCTTCCAGAAG

15

58.2
56.3
365

EVC2-15R

TGTGTCAGCTATCAGAGCAG

EVC2-16F

ATGGAATGAAGGATGGCTGG

16

55.1
62.1
620

EVC2-16R

GTTGAGAGAGTGCCAAGTAC

EVC2-17F

ATCGTGGTGCACTCACATTG

17

52.3
60.6
521

EVC2-17R

AGCTCGTGTTGGAGCAATG

60.0
Continued….
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Continued from the previous page
Exon

Primer

Sequences 5’ to 3’

EVC2-18F

ATGGCTGAGATGTGTGCTTC

Product Size (bp)

Tm
(°C)
58.8

18

334
EVC2-18R

TAGAGCTTCGCACACATCTG

EVC2-19F

TCACTCCAGGACAGAATGTC

57.7
56.0

19

657
EVC2-19R

AACACATGCTCCCACACTTG

EVC2-20F

TCACTCCAGGACAGAATGTC

20
EVC2-20R

AACACATGCTCCCACACTTG

EVC2-21-1F

ACAGCAATCTGGTGACCAAG

59.6
56.0
657
59.6
58.7

21A

549
EVC2-21-1R

TCTGTGCCTTCTGCATGTGC

EVC2-21-2F

GGAGCATCTGAAGAGAGAAG

63.6
54.2

21B

554
EVC2-21-2R

TTGAACTGGTGACGGTAGAC

EVC2-22F

TGTTTATGGAGTGCTCCTGC

56.1
58.9

22

268
EVC2-22R

ATTACGCAAACAGAGGCTCC

59.3

Tm = melting temperature, 0C = degree centigrade, bp = base pair
Table 2.5: Primer sequences used for amplification of the gene NPR2
Exon

Primer

Sequences 5’ to 3’

NPR2-1F1

CTAGCCTACTCCTCCTCTTC

1

Product Size (bp)

Tm
(°C)
52.6

640
NPR2-1R1

CATCCAGGTACAGCAAGG

NPR2-1F2

CCAGAACACAACCTGAGCTA

1

54.9
56.5
684

NPR2-1R2

CCACATACAGCTGCTCAATG

NPR2-2F

GTTGATAGGTTAGGGCACTC

2

57.9
53.9
399

NPR2-2R

GTCTTGTGAGAGAGAATTTCC

NPR2-3_4F

TAGTAGCCCTTTCAAAGC

3&4

53.1
50.6
768

NPR2-1F1

TGGTGATCCTGACATCTGT

NPR2-5_6F

ACAGATGTCAGGATCACCAC

5&6

52.6
50.6
716

NPR2-5_6R

GCAGAAGCACAGTTAAGAGTG

54.5

Continued…..
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Continued from the previous page
Exon

Primer

Sequences 5’ to 3’

NPR2-7F

CACTCTTAACTGTGCTTCTG

7

Product
Size (bp)

Tm
(°C)
51.0

401
NPR2-7R

CTAAAGAGAAAGGCTAGAGA

NPR2-8F

CTGTCTCTCAGGTGTAACAG

8

48.5
50.5
343

NPR2-8R

CAGGGGCTATCATTACAAG

NPR2-9_10F

GCTTGTAATGATAGCCCCTGC

9&10

53.2
60.1
534

NPR2-9_10R

ATCAACCCCTTGCCCATCTA

NPR2-11_12F

TAGATGGGCAAGGGGTTGAT

11&12

61.6
61.6
564

NPR2-11_12F

GGAATAAGGGGAGATGAGAG

NPR2-13F

CTGTAGACAGCTAGCCAGTG

13

55.3
53.8
338

NPR2-13R

TATTACTGTCACTCCACCTC

NPR2-14_15F

GAGGTGGAGTGACAGTAATA

14&15

49.8
49.8
561

NPR2-14_15F

TTCATGCACTAGGACTAATG

NPR2-16F

CATTAGTCCTAGTGCATGAA

16

51.3
51.3
395

NPR2-16R

ATCTATAAGCAGGGGTGCT

NPR2-17F

TACAGCTCATCTCTGCTGC

17

54.0
55.1
324

NPR2-17R

GATGTGGGAACTCTAGAACA

NPR2-18F

TGTTCTAGAGTTCCCACATC

NPR2-18R

GAGCTACATCTGTCTACGAA

NPR2-19_20F

TCATTCCGCAAATGTTTACT

52.5
331

52.5

18

19&20

50.4
55.4
672

NPR2-19_20R

CTCAGATTAAGAAATTGGAGG

NPR2-21_22F

CGGTGCTATACAGTATCACC

21&22

53.8
53.2
707

NPR2-21_22R

GTGCATACCCCATAACCTTT

56.4

F = forward primer, R = reverse primer, bp = base pairs, Tm = melting temperature, 0C =
degree centigrade
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Table 2.6: Primer sequences used for amplification of the gene FAM92A1
Exon

11

11

Primer

Sequences 5’ to 3’

FAM92a1-6-1F

CCAGTACTGCAATGGTAGAA

FAM92a1-6-1R

CATGTTTTGAACCCTAACAGT

FAM92a1-6-2F

AGCCAGTACTGCAATGGTAG

FAM92a1-6-2R

CCTCCCAAAGTGCTAGGATT

Product
Size (bp)

Tm
(°C)
53.8

231
54.3
55.5
374
58.3

F = forward primer, R = reverse primer, bp = base pairs, Tm = melting temperature, 0C =
degree centigrade
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HUMAN LIMB ABNORMALITIES
Congenital limb malformations particularly those involving numbers of the digits are
one of the most frequent forms of human disorders. Digital abnormalities with
variable number of digits or webbed digits include; polydactyly, occurrence of extra
fingers and/or toes, oligodactyly, digits number less than five and syndactyly in which
two or more than two digits are fused. Polydactyly may be classified into three
categories. The preaxial polydactyly characterized by an extra thumb or large toe
deformity, central polydactyly in which the three central digits are affected, and
postaxial polydactyly (PAP) with an extra little finger or toe (Swanson, 1976; Blauth
and Olason, 1988; Buck-Gramcko, 1998).
Polydactyly and syndactyly are relatively common phenotype observed in various
populations. Specifically for the postaxial polydactyly (PAP), two distinct categories
have been recognized, i.e postaxial type A and postaxial type B, which differ in
severity, penetrance estimates and inheritance pattern (Temtamy and McKusick,
1978). In type A a well-formed extra digit articulates with fifth or sixth metacarpal
while in type B a rudimentary poorly developed extra digit in the form of extra skin
tag is present (Temtamy and Mckusick, 1978). The occurrence of PAP in the general
population varies among different racial groups and is about ten times more frequent
in Africans than in European ancestries; with an incidence rate of 1/300 to 1/100 and
1/3,300 to 1/630 live births, respectively (Frazier, 1960; Temtamy, 1990). Recently,
Malik et al. (2014) has reported 48.24% cases of preaxial polydactyly and 51.8%
postaxial polydactyly in a study of 313 Pakistani families with polydactyly.
Both syndromic and non-syndromic (isolated) forms of PAP have been reported in the
literature. Isolated (non-syndromic) forms of PAP in which polydactyly is the only
clinical condition usually segregates as an autosomal dominant trait mostly with
variable expression. To date, four autosomal dominant loci for PAP have been mapped
on different human chromosomes. These include PAPA1 (MIM 174200) with PAPA
features on chromosome 7p13 and caused by mutations in gene GLI3 (Radhakrishna
et al., 1997a, b), PAPA2 (MIM 602085) on chromosome 13q21-q32 with features of
PAP-A (Akarsu et al., 1997), PAPA3 (MIM 607324) with features of PAP-A/B on
chromosome 19p13.1–13.2 (Zhao et al., 2002) and the fourth locus on chromosome
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7q21–q34 in a Dutch family (Galjaard et al., 2003). Several isolated autosomal
recessive cases of PAP have also been described in the literature (Mohan 1969;
Mollica et al., 1978; Malik et al., 2014). Recently two autosomal recessive forms of
PAP type A in two Pakistani families have been mapped on chromosomes 4p16.3
(ZNF141) and 13q13.3-q21.2, (Kalsoom et al., 2012, 2013).
Syndactyly is a digital abnormality in which contiguous fingers and/or toes are
webbed because there is embryological failure of fingers separation during limb
development. Clinically syndactyly are a genetically heterogeneous group of disorders
of hands and feet, may be symmetrical or asymmetrical, unilateral or bilateral and the
fusion may be cutaneous or bony. On the basis of phenotype and genotype, the recent
classification scheme describes nine types of syndactyly with subdivisions, which is
useful in the understanding of syndactyly deformity and in showing its affinity with
other digit abnormality, including oligodactyly, polydactyly, and brachydactyly
(Malik, 2012). Most of these are thought to be inherited as autosomal dominant
fashion.
The present chapter describes autosomal recessive forms of Polydactyly and
Syndactyly in three consanguineous families. Genetic linkage study led to the
identification of three novel loci including two for polydactyly and one for
syndactyly. Further exome sequencing led to the identification of a nonsense mutation
in FAM92A1 gene.

Consanguineous Families Segregating Polydactyly
Family A
Family A (Figure 3.1) with autosomal recessive form of postaxial polydactyly type A
was sampled from a remote area in district Dera Ismail Khan of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
(KPK) province of the country. The blood samples were obtained from three affected
(V-1, V-2, V-3) and three unaffected individuals (III-3, IV-1, V-4) of the family.
Clinical Features
Clinical features of the affected individuals were carefully noted. The expression of
postaxial polydactyly phenotype was highly variable among affected individuals of
the family as well between the limbs in the same individual (Figure 3.2). Bilateral
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postaxial polydactyly of hands and feet was observed in the affected individual V-1.
However, slightly altered phenotype was observed in the two limbs of the same
individual (Figure 3.2 a, b). Another affected Individual (V-2) had postaxial
polydactyly only in the left hand while right hand and both feet were normal (Figure
3.2c). In an affected individual V-3, postaxial polydactyly was found in both hands,
however variable status of this condition was observed between the two hands of the
affected individual. The extra finger was deviated to ulnar side in the right hand while
it was straight in the left hand (Figure 3.2d). Both feet were normal in this affected
individual (V-3).
Teeth, nails, sweating and hearing were normal in all the three affected individuals.
Neurological problems and facial dysmorphism were not observed in any of the
affected individuals. Heterozygous carrier individuals had normal hands and feet, and
were clinically indistinguishable from genotypically normal individuals.

Family B
Family B (Figure 3.3) with autosomal recessive form of postaxial polydactyly type A
was sampled from Murree in Rawalpindi district of the Punjab province of the
country. The blood samples were obtained from total eight individuals including three
affected (V-1, V-2, V-5) and five unaffected (IV-3, IV-6, IV-7, V-3, V-7) of the family.
Clinical Features
All the three affected individuals (V-1, V-2, V-5), displaying PAP-A, were
investigated at the local government hospital. Medical staff at the hospital provided
clinical information about bone, skin, dentition, sweating, nails, cardiological and
neurological abnormalities. Age of the affected individuals ranged from 5 to 40 years
at the time of the study. They had normal teeth, nail and facial features. Skin,
sweating, hearing and height (167-172 cm) were also normal in the affected
individuals. Neurological and cardiological problems were not observed. Bilateral
postaxial polydactyly of hands and feet was present in two affected (V-1, V-2) and
unilateral polydactyly of the feet in an individual (V-5). In an affected individual (V2), extra fingers and toes were amputated on both hands and feet, respectively (Figure
3.4).
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Homozygosity Mapping in two Families (A, B)
Linkage in the two families (A, B) was initially tested by typing microsatellite
markers mapped in the intervals of previously reported four autosomal dominant and
two autosomal recessive postaxial polydactyly loci. This included PAP-A1 on
chromosome 7p13 (D7S2541, D7S2469, D7S3043, D7S691, D7S1526, D7S2428,
D7S1488, D7S2427) harboring GLI3 gene, PAP-A2 on 13q21-q32 (D13S1318,
D13S800, D13S162, D13S1306, D13S921, D13S628, D13S1300, D13S1280), PAPA3 on 19p13.1-p13.2 (D19S583, D19S584, D19S558, D19S840, D19S226,
D19S929), PAP-A4 on 7q21-q34 (D7S820, D7S2409, D7S2480, D7S2459, D7S655),
PAP-A on 4p16.1-p16.3 (D4S2936, D4S412, D4S2285, D4S3366, D4S3007, D4S394,
D4S2983) harboring ZNF141 gene, and PAP-A on 13q13.3-q21.2 (D13S1288,
D13S263, D13S1312, D13S1807, D13S233, D13S889). PCR amplification of the
microsatellite markers was performed as described in Chapter 2. Haplotype analysis
(not shown) failed to detect linkage to any of the genes tested here.
After failing to detect linkage in the two families, human genome scan using SNP
markers was performed to map the causative genes. DNA of eleven individuals
including three affected (V-1, V-2, V-3) and three unaffected (IV-1, IV-2, V-4) of the
family A and two affected (IV-1, IV-2) and three unaffected (III-1, III-2, IV-3) of the
family B was used for genome wide homozygosity mapping. Genotyping was
performed using the Affymetrix GeneChip Human Mapping 250K Nsp array
(Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The genotype of each SNP was determined by
the BRLMM algorithm incorporated in Affymetrix Genotyping Console. A call rate
(percentage of SNPs genotyped by sample) of 98% was obtained across the entire
sample. Mapping order, and physical and genetic distances of SNPs were obtained
from Affymetrix (Santa Clara, CA, USA). Analysis of SNP data of three affected and
equal

number

of

unaffected

individuals

with

HomozygosityMapper

(http://www.homozygositymapper.org) identified a 37.0 Mb single long stretch
(Figure 3.5) of consecutive homozygous SNPs on chromosome 8q21.13-q24.12
flanked by rs2053962 and rs2514582 present in all affected persons (Figure 3.6) in
family A. In the other family, B, genome scan revealed two regions showing
homozygous pattern of alleles in affected members. This included 37.0 Mb flanked by
SNPs rs6755128 and rs10177144 on chromosome 2p14-q12.1 (Figure 3.7), and 22.3
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Mb flanked by rs6459448 and rs6904723 on 6p22.3-p21.1 (Figure 3.8). Physical and
genetic distances of SNPs were obtained from UCSC Genome browser Build 39
(February 2009, http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway).
Parametric two-point LOD scores were calculated using online version of superlink
software (http://bioinfo.cs.technion.ac.il/superlink-online/) while Allegro was used for
multipoint analysis. LOD scores were calculated using a fully penetrant autosomal
recessive model with a disease allele frequency of 0.001. In family A, maximum twopoint LOD score of 2.43 was obtained with SNP rs2300490. Multipoint LOD score of
2.82 was obtained with the same SNP rs2300490, reaching the maximum possible
score for the pedigree structure (Table 3.1). In family B maximum two-point LOD
score of 1.65 and multipoint score of 1.91 were obtained with SNP rs3771188 and
SNP rs6740317on chromosome 2p14-q12.1, respectively (Table 3.2). In the same
family, linkage was established on chromosome 6p22.3-p21.1 as well. At this
chromosomal region, maximum two-point LOD score of 1.46 was obtained with SNP
rs9466754 and multipoint score of 1.92 with SNP rs9348410. This was the maximum
possible LOD score achievable for the pedigree structure (Table 3.3).

Exome Sequencing
In family A, linked to 37.0 MB region on chromosome 8q21.13-q24.12, potential
sequence variants carrying genes were searched using whole exome sequencing in an

affected individual (V-3) performed at the University of Washington, Center for
Mendelian Genomics. After the library construction sequence capture was performed
in solution with the Roche NimbleGen SeqCap EZ Human Exome Library v2.0 to
target approximately 36.6 Mb of coding exons, by following manufacturer’s
protocols. Sequencing was carried out on Illumina HiSeq and Fastq files were aligned
to human reference sequence (hg19) by using Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA)
(http://bio-bwa.sourceforge.net/ (Li and Durbin, 2009). The aligned data was further
subjected

to

analysis

with

Genome

Analysis

Toolkit

(GATK)

(http://www.broadinstitute.org/gatk/) (McKeena et al., 2010). Annotation of variant
sites

was

performed

using

Seattle

Seq

137

(http://snp.gs.washington.edu/SeattleSeqAnnotation137). The pathogenicity of the
potential variant was predicted by Mutation Taster (Schwarz et al., 2010).
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Finally, the filtered exome data was analyzed to find homozygous coding or
splice

variants

within

the

HBD

region

identified

in

this

family.

Presence/absence of the homozygous variants were further checked in the
public SNP databases, 1000 genomes data and in-house exome sequencing
data of 133 individuals. Sanger cycle sequencing was used to verify the
segregation of a homozygous variant using primers listed in the Table 2.6
(Materials and Methods: Chapter 2). The only variant that cosegregated with the
phenotype was a nonsense mutation involving transition of C to T at nucleotide
position 478 (c.478C>T) identified in exon 6 of the FAM92A1 gene, on chromosome
8q21.13-q24.12, in all the affected individuals. The variant resulted in substitution of
a codon for amino acid arginine with a premature stop codon (p.Arg160*) (Figure
3.9). To exclude the possibility of the variant (c.478C>T, p.Arg160*) representing a
non-pathogenic polymorphism, a panel of 283 unrelated ethnically matched control
individuals were screened and this mutation was not identified outside the family.

Family C
Family C with syndactyly type 1(SD1) resides in Lahore, district of Punjab province
of Pakistan. Analysis of the family pedigree drawing (Figure 3.10) provided
convincing evidence of an autosomal recessive mode of inheritance of the phenotype.
For genetic analysis, blood samples were obtained from six affected (IV-6, IV-8, V-1,
V-2, V-3, VI-2) and seven unaffected individuals (III-7, IV-1, IV-2, IV-7, V-4, V-13,
VI-1) of the family.
Clinical Features
Clinical features of the affected individuals were carefully recorded. All the six
affected members of the family presented simple, bilateral, symmetrical and complete
type of syndactyly. It involved complete fusion of middle and ring finger in both
hands. Both the fingers were fused by skin or soft tissues. The fused fingers had
distinct nails. The abnormalities were found only in the hands, and the feet were
normal (Figure 3.11). Additionally, clinodactyly of the middle finger was observed in
the two affected individuals (V-2, V-3) of the family. Affected members did not
provide consent for radiograph analysis of the hands. There was no other apparent
congenital malformation, and systematic examination revealed no other abnormality.
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Homozygosity Mapping in Family C
Family C, segregating syndactyly, was first tested for linkage to previously described
autosomal dominant genes by genotyping highly polymorphic microsatellite markers
listed in the Table 2.1 (Materials and Methods: Chapter 2). This included Syndactyly
type 1 (SD1) mapped on chromosome 2q34-q36 (D2S153, D2S1345, D2S164,
D2S163, D2S102), SD type 2 on 2q31 harboring HOXD13 gene (D2S148, D2S364,
D2S389, D2S117, D2S2392), SD type 3 on 6q22-q23 harboring GJA1 gene
(D6S1608, D6S979, D6S1702, D6S407, D6S1572), SD type 4 on 7q36 harboring
LMBR1 gene (D7S3058, D7S550, D7S559, D7S22, D7S427), and SPD type 2 on
22q13.31 harboring FBLN1 gene (D22S532, D22S1153, D22S1160, D22S1170,
D5S1169). Haplotype analysis (not shown) excluded linkage to the aforementioned
genes in the family.
After excluding linkage to the previously reported genes, the family was subjected to
genome-wide scan. DNA from seven members of the family including three affected
(IV-1, IV-2, IV-4) and three normal (III-1, III-2, IV-3) was subjected to genome scan
using Affymetrix GeneChip Human Mapping 250K Nsp array. The genotypes of each
SNP were determined by the Affymetrix GTC (genotyping console) software having
BRLMM algorithm incorporated. A call rate (percentage of SNPs genotyped by
sample) of 97% was obtained across the entire sample. Mapping order, and physical
and genetic distances of SNPs were obtained from Affymetrix. Analysis of SNP data
of

three

affected

and

three

unaffected

members

of

the

family

with

HomozygosityMapper (http://www.homozygositymapper.org) identified a 16.3 Mb
single long stretch of consecutive SNPs segregating with the disease phenotype on
chromosome 21q21.3-q22.3 flanked by rs2829950 (27.22 Mb) and rs566038 (44.74
Mb) present in all affected persons (Figure 3.12). Maximum two-point LOD score of
2.09 was obtained with SNP rs727957. Multipoint LOD score of 2.52 was obtained
with SNP rs761372 for this region reaching the maximum possible score for the
pedigree structure (Table 3.4).

Discussion
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This chapter describes clinical and genetic investigation of three consanguineous
families segregating either postaxial polydactyly type A or syndactyly in an autosomal
recessive manners.
Postaxial Polydactyly (PAP), characterized by fifth digit duplication in hands and/or
feet, is a rare anomaly of hand and foot and often segregates in autosomal dominant
manner. Previously, only two families segregating PAP in autosomal recessive manner
were reported (Mollica et al., 1978; Kalsoom et al., 2011). Kalsoom et al. (2011)
further reported mapping of the PAP on chromosome 13q13.3-q21.2 in a family of
Pakistani origin. In the two families, A and B, investigated in the present study,
affected individuals showed well developed supernumerary digits. In addition, intrafamilial variation of polydactyly was observed in affected members of the family A. A
bone deformity, hallux valgus, reported by Kalsoom et al. (2011), was not observed in
any affected member of the two families. Similarly, features associated with PAP type
B and reported in families with autosomal dominant form (Radhakrishna et al., 1996;
Akarsu et al., 1997; Zhao et al., 2002) were missing in affected members of the
family A and B.
In the other family (C) cutaneous syndactyly was observed in the affected members.
Intra-familial variation of the phenotype exists in the affected individuals. The
affected individuals showed bilateral fusion of middle and ring fingers in hands, with
unaffected feet. Clinodactyly of middle and little fingers was also observed. To date,
several cases of syndactyly ranging from partial to complete cutaneous syndactyly of
digits have been reported (Temtamy and Mckusick, 1978). Most of these cases
showed autosomal dominant pattern of inheritance. However, three other cases
showing inheritance in autosomal recessive and X-linked have been reported as well
(Malik, 2012). This included type-9 [Mesoaxial synostotic syndactyly (MSSD,
MIM609432)], inherited in autosomal recessive fashion, and has been reported in two
consanguineous pedigrees of Turkish and Pakistani origin (Percin et al., 1998; Malik
et al., 2004). In both of these cases, affected individuals presented mesoaxial
shortening of fingers, malformed thumbs, osseous synostosis of 3 rd and 4th metacarpals
resulting into a single digit, and hypoplastic and clinodactyly of the 5 th finger. The Xlinked form, named as Orel-Holmes type, showed fusion of 4 th and 5th metacarpals
with a clear ulnar deviation of the 5 th finger. In addition, 4th and 5th metacarpals were
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short with significant separation between their distal ends (Orel, 1928; Holmes et al.,
1972).
Three families (A, B, C), after failing to show linkage to known genes, were subjected
to human genome scan using SNP markers. In the family A, linkage was established
on chromosome 8q21.13-q24.12. The linkage interval of the mapped locus was 30.3
cM long, which corresponds to 37.0 Mb and flanked by SNP rs2053962 (89.88 cM,
80.87 Mb) and rs2514582 (119.3 cM, 119.5 Mb). Maximum multipoint LOD score of
2.82 with SNP rs2300490 along the disease interval strongly supported the linkage to
this chromosomal region. Whole exome sequencing using Next generation sequencing
(NGS) was then performed in an affected individual (V-3) at the University of
Washington, Center for Mendelian Genomics. The identified mutation was validated
and sequenced by Sanger cycle method in the remaining family members. The only
variant that cosegregated with the phenotype was a nonsense mutation (p.Arg160*) in
the FAM92A1 gene on chromosome 8q21.13-q24.12 (Figure 3.9).
In family B, linkage analysis identified two regions on two different chromosomes
harboring a disease causing gene. This included a locus of 37.0 Mb on chromosome
2p14-q12.1, flanked by SNPs rs6755128 and rs10177144, and another locus of 22.3
Mb on chromosome 6p22.3-p21.1, flanked by rs6459448 and rs6904723. Maximum
possible LOD score of 1.92 was obtained with SNP markers on both the
chromosomes.
Earlier, Tsai et al. (2009) described a Chinese girl, born to non-consanguineous
parents, with multiple clinical features including duplication of great toes,
clinodactyly, a saddle nose, have low-set ears, and tapering fingers. These authors
using array-CGH and Real-time quantitative PCR, revealed a microdeletion of
chromosome 2q31.1-31.2 in the patient. The deleted region spanned approximately
3.4 Mb was flanked by a centromeric marker D2S2188 (184.00 cM, 175.4 Mb) and a
telomeric marker D2S300 (186.92 cM, 178.8 Mb). This region contains 30 genes
according to the Human Genome Sequences (Build 36.3, 2008), including the entire
HOXD gene cluster. Mutations in the HOXD genes including HOXD13 have been
found to be associated with a variety of limb abnormalities (Goodman, 2002). The
linkage interval of 37.0 Mb (66.80–104.12 Mb) for autosomal recessive PAP type A
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locus, mapped in the family B, on chromosome 2p14-q12.1 clearly indicates that this
does not overlap with the linkage interval for PAP locus reported by Tsai et al. (2009).
The two loci are 74.68 Mb apart, suggesting that two different genes are responsible
for autosomal dominant and autosomal recessive PAP type A disorders mapped on
chromosome 2.
Search using UCSC Genome Browser database (Karolchik et al., 2014) identified
several known and predicted genes, and expressed sequence tags (ESTs) in the
linkage interval flanked by SNPs rs6755128 and rs10177144 on chromosome 2p14q12.1, mapped in the family B. Among 239 protein coding genes, present in the
linkage interval, the most plausible candidates include SPRED2 (MIM 609292),
BMP10 (MIM 608748), FAM136A (NM_032822), CYP26B1 (MIM 605207), HK
(MIM 612358), GGCX (MIM 137167) and EIF2AK3 (MIM 604032). The second
possible locus of 22.3 Mb, flanked by rs6459448 and rs6904723 on chromosome
6p22.3-p21.1, mapped in the family B, contains many known and predicted genes and
expressed sequence tags (ESTs). Among 359 protein coding genes, six most possible
candidates include COL11A2 (MIM 120290), CYP21A2 (MIM 613815), PRL (MIM
176760), SCUBE3 (MIM 614708), SLC17A4 (MIM 604216) and TNF (MIM 191160).
Basis of considering the aforementioned genes as possible candidates, for the
phenotype observed in the family B, include their functions in bone formation,
expression in bones or digits, structural homology to genes involved in limb
development or bone growth, and involvement in signaling pathways or cellular
processes essential for shaping the limb. Specific information about each gene was
obtained from the UCSC human genome database, OMIM and PUBMED
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/omim/pubmed).
In the family C, linkage was established on chromosome 21q21.3-q22.3. Linkage
interval of 16.3 Mb was flanked by SNP rs2829950 (25.19cM, 27.22 Mb) and
rs566038 (62.77 cM, 44.74 Mb) on chromosome 21q21.3-q22.3. Maximum
multipoint LOD score of 2.52 was obtained with the SNP rs761372. This interval
contains 141 protein coding genes. Based on the available putative functional and
expression data of these genes in the University of California- Santa Cruz (UCSC)
human genome database (March 2009, http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway),
six genes including APP (MIM 104760), ADAMTS1 (MIM 605174), SOD1 (MIM
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147450), RUNX (MIM 151385), ETS2 (MIM 164740), and CBS (MIM 613381) can
be considered as the most plausible candidates for the phenotype observed in the
family C.
To date, four autosomal dominant and only two autosomal recessive for postaxial
polydactyly (PAP) loci have been mapped on different human chromosomes. The
present study mapped three new PAP loci, segregating in autosomal recessive manner,
on human chromosomes. Further, a disease causing gene FAM92A1 has been
identified on a locus mapped on chromosome 8q21.13-q24.12. Exome sequencing is
in progress to search for the disease causing genes in two other families, mapped to
novel loci. Identifying new genes and characterizing their functions will most likely
unravel the pathways involved in limb development.
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Figure 3.1: Pedigree drawing of family A with an autosomal recessive Postaxial
Polydactyly type A. Clear symbols represents unaffected individuals while filled
symbols represent affected individuals. Double line indicates the cousin marriage. The
individual numbers labeled with asterisks indicate the samples which were available
for this study.
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Figure 3.2: Clinical features of autosomal recessive PAP-A in the family A. Patient
(V-1) showing bilateral PAP type A in feet (a), bilateral PAP type A in hands (b), the
dorsum (dorsal view) and the palm (ventral view) of the left hand showing PAP type
A (c), patient (V-3) showing extra finger deviated to the ulnar side in the right hand
and under developed finger in the left hand (d).
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Figure 3.3: Pedigree drawing of family B with an autosomal recessive Postaxial
Polydactyly type A. Clear symbols represents unaffected individuals while filled
symbols affected individuals. Symbols with bars represent deceased individuals.
Double line indicates intra-familial marriage. The individual numbers labeled with
asterisks indicate the samples which were available for this study.
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Figure 3.4: Clinical features of autosomal recessive PAP-A in family B. Patient (V-1)
showing bilateral PAP type A in hands (a, b), bilateral PAP type A in feet (c).
Following amputation of the extra digits, hand and foot of an affected individual (V-2)
(d, e). Patient (V-5) showing PAP type A (f).
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Figure 3.5: Genome-wide homozygosity peaks revealed by HomozygosityMapper. Black
arrow indicates chromosomal location of PAP A locus identified in family A.
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Figure 3.6: Haplotype of family A, segregating autosomal recessive postaxial

polydactyly type A. Disease interval is flanked by SNPs rs2053962 and rs2514582 on
chromosome 8q21.13-q24.12. For genotyped individuals, haplotypes are shown
beneath each symbol revealing that all affected individuals share the same haplotypes.
Physical distances in Megabase (Mb) are according to the UCSC genome browser
build 37.
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Figure 3.7: Haplotype of family B segregating autosomal recessive postaxial
polydactyly type A. Disease interval is flanked by SNPs rs6755128 and rs10177144
on chromosome 2p14-q12.1. For genotyped individuals, haplotypes are shown
beneath each symbol revealing that all affected individuals share the same haplotypes.
Physical distances in Megabase (Mb) are according to the UCSC genome browser
build 37.
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Figure 3.8: Haplotype of family B segregating autosomal recessive postaxial
polydactyly type A. Disease interval is flanked by SNPs rs6459448 and rs6904723 on
chromosome 6p22.3-p21.1. For genotyped individuals, haplotypes are shown beneath
each symbol revealing that all affected individuals share the same haplotypes.
Physical distances in Megabase (Mb) are according to the UCSC genome browser
build 37.
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Table 3.1: Multipoint and Two point LOD score between polydactyly type A locus
and SNP markers on chromosome 8q21.13-q24.12.

Mb, Mega base pairs
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Table 3.2: Multipoint and Two point LOD score between polydactyly type A locus
and SNP markers on chromosome 2p14-q12.1.

Mb, Mega base pairs
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Table 3.3: Multipoint and Two point LOD score between polydactyly type A locus
and SNP markers on chromosome 6p22.3-p21.1.

Mb, Mega base pairs
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Figure 3.9: DNA sequence analysis of a novel nonsense mutation (c.478C>T,
p.Arg160*) in the FAM92A1 gene identified in the family A. The upper panel (a)
represents the nucleotide sequence in the affected individual, the middle panel (b) in
the heterozygous carriers and the lower panel (c) in the unaffected individual. The
arrows represent position of the mutation.
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Figure 3.10: Pedigree drawing of family C segregating an autosomal recessive
Syndactyly. Clear symbols represent unaffected individuals while filled symbols
affected individuals. Symbols with bars represent deceased individuals. Double line
indicates intra-familial marriages. The individual numbers labeled with asterisks
indicate the samples which were available for this study.
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Figure 3.11: Clinical features of autosomal recessive syndactyly in the family C.
Patient (V-1) showing bilateral syndactyly in hands (a), patient (V-2) showing
clinodactyly and fusion of 3rd and 4th fingers (b), clinodactyly of the middle finger and
cutaneous fusion of 3rd and 4th fingers was observed in patient V-3 (c).
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Figure 3.12: Haplotype of family C segregating syndactyly in autosomal recessive
manner. Disease interval is flanked by SNPs rs2829950 and rs566038 on chromosome
21q21.3-q22.3. For genotyped individuals, haplotypes are shown beneath each
symbol revealing that all affected individuals share the same haplotypes. Physical
distances in Megabase (Mb) are according to the UCSC genome browser build 37.
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Table 3.4: Multipoint and Two point LOD score between syndactyly locus and SNP
markers on chromosome 21q21.3-q22.3.

Mb, Mega base pairs
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SPLIT-HAND/FOOT MALFORMATION
Split-hand/foot malformation (SHFM) is a congenital limb malformation of median
clefts of hands and feet, and aplasia and/or hypoplasia of the phalanges. The clinical
picture varies in severity from patient to patient as well between the limbs in the same
individual (Duijf et al., 2003; Elliott and Evans, 2008). Mode of inheritance of SHFM
may be autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive or X-linked. This condition exists
as an isolated (non-syndromic) or part of a complex syndrome.
To date, seven different types of non-syndromic SHFM have been mapped on
different human chromosomes. Four of these forms (SHFM-1, SHFM-3, SHFM-4,
SHFM-5) are inherited in autosomal dominant, one (SHFM-2) in X-linked and one
(SHFM-6) in autosomal recessive form. The four autosomal dominant forms were
mapped on chromosome 7q21 (SHFM-1, Scherer et al., 1994), 10q24 (SHFM-3,
Nunes et al., 1995; Gurrieri et al., 1996; Raas-Rothschild et al., 1996), 3q27 (SHFM4, Ianakiev et al., 2000) and 2q31 (SHFM-5, Boles et al., 1995). The only autosomal
recessive form (SHFM-6) known has been mapped on chromosome 12q13.11-q13
(Ugur and Tolun, 2008). The X-linked form was mapped on Xq26 and later refined to
a small region of 5.0 cM region (Faiyaz-Ul-Haque et al., 2005). Gurnett et al. (2006)
suggested a novel locus on chromosome 8q21.11–q22.3 on the basis of a genomewide linkage analysis in single family. For these seven loci, only three (SHFM1,
SHFM4, SHFM6) have been solved at the gene level. A gene wingless-type MMTV
integration site family, member 10 (WNT10B, MIM 601906) has been identified for
locus SHFM-6 (Ugur and Tolun, 2008). Ianakiev et al. (2000) reported another gene
TP63 (tumor protein p63, MIM 603273), encoding a homolog of the tumor
suppressor, responsible for SHFM-4 phenotype. Shamseldin et al. (2011) reported a
mutation in the gene DLX5 for SHFM-1in a consanguineous family. Goodman et al.
(2002) proposed that SHFM-5 and other digit defects may be caused by
haploinsufficiency of the 5' HOXD, EVX2, or DLX1 and DLX2 genes.
Three consanguineous Pakistani families (D, E, F) showing split hand and foot
malformation phenotypes were ascertained and presented in the present chapter of the
dissertation. Linkage in the families was established by genotyping microsatellite
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markers and automated DNA sequencing was employed to identify the sequence
variants.

Family D
Family D (Figure 4.1) belongs to a remote area in district Kohat of Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa (KPK) province of the country. Affected individuals segregated SHFM
phenotype in the fourth generation in autosomal recessive inheritance pattern. The
blood samples were obtained from two affected (IV-3, IV-4) and four unaffected
individuals (III-1, III-2, IV-1, IV-2) of the family.
Clinical Features
Affected individuals were clinically investigated at National Institute of Rehabilitation
Medicine (NIRM), Islamabad, Pakistan. The SHFM condition among the affected
individuals in the family exhibited a great degree of phenotypic variability. Males and
females were equally affected. The affected individuals including a seventeen years
old male (IV-3) and his fourteen years old sister (IV-4) were born after normal
pregnancies. Clinical features of the affected individuals are presented in Figure 4.2.
Male affected member (IV-3) showed syndactyly in the left foot as the only
abnormality. The right foot and both hands in this member showed normal
development. Female affected member (IV-4) exhibited SHFM phenotype with
involvement of hands and feet. Abnormalities such as polydactyly/syndactyly,
dysplastic hands and cleft feet were observed in this affected member.
Abnormalities of face, skin, teeth, nails, ear and heart were not found in any of the
two affected individuals of the family. Abnormalities of mammary gland in affected
females were not reported. Parents of the affected individuals in the family were
healthy and clinically indistinguishable from normal individuals of the family.

Family E
This family (E) belongs to Upper Dir district of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KPK)
Province. The family has two affected (IV-3, IV4) and four unaffected (III-1, III-2,
IV-1, IV-2) individuals, aged between 15-25 years at the time of the study (Figure
4.3). The blood samples were obtained from all affected and unaffected individuals of
the family.
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Clinical Features
Affected individuals were clinically investigated at Pakistan Institute of Medical
Sciences (PIMS), Islamabad, Pakistan. Both the affected individuals showed typical
features of the hereditary SHFM. The patient IV-4 showed cleft hand deformity
associated with central type of syndactyly in left hand and absence of central digit in
right hand. The other patient (IV-3) exhibited cleft hand deformity with pre-axial
syndactyly and radial deviation of ring finger. In addition, both the affected members
exhibited cleft foot deformity, hallux valgus deformity of big toe and rudimentary bud
of lesser toes (Figure 4.4).
Teeth, nails, sweating and hearing were normal in both the affected individuals.
Neurological problems and facial dysmorphism were not observed in any of the
affected individuals. Heterozygous carrier individuals had normal hands and feet, and
were clinically indistinguishable from genotypically normal individuals.

Family F
Family F with autosomal recessive form of split-hand/foot malformation was
recruited from Sindh Province of Pakistan (Figure 4.5). The family had three affected
members including a deceased member (III-3). Blood samples of five family members
including two affected (IV-1, IV-2), and their normal brother (IV-3), normal sister (IV4) and mother (III-4) were available for the present study.
Clinical Features
Two affected individuals of the family (IV-1, IV-2) were clinically examined at local
government hospital. Both the affected individuals were born after normal
pregnancies. In male affected member (IV-1) hands were normal while central type of
syndactyly and polydactyly was observed in the feet. On the other hand, female
affected member (IV-2) showed cleft hand and foot deformity associated with absence
of middle finger and large proximal phalanx of ring finger in both hands (Figure 4.6).
Skin, face, teeth, nails, eyes and heart abnormalities were not observed in the affected
individuals of the family. Parents of the affected individuals showed no abnormalities
and were healthy like other normal individuals of the family.

Genotyping and Sequencing WNT10B
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Linkage in the three families (D, E, F) was tested by typing microsatellite markers
linked to five autosomal dominant and an autosomal recessive SHFM loci. This
included SHFM-1 at chromosome 7q21 (D7S524, D7S644, D7S630, D7S627,
D7S646, D7S1820, D7S2482, D7S554), SHFM-3 at chromosome 10q24 (D10S547,
D10S571, D10S1758, D10S198, D10S1265, D10S1239, D10S1268, D10S254),
SHFM-4 at chromosome 3q27 (D3S1602, D3S2436, D3S3628, D3S2398, D3S2747,
D3S3054, D3S2455, D3S3043), SHFM-5 at chromosome 2q31 (D2S2195, D2S1281,
D2S 376, D2S326, D2S2307, D2S2981, D2S324, D2S324), SHFM-6 at chromosome
12q11-q13 (D12S1621, D12S291, D12S1701, D12S339, D12S347, D12S1604), and
another potential locus on chromosome 8q21.11–q22.3 (D8S2324, D8S164,
D8S1143, D8S556, D8S1132). PCR amplification of the microsatellite markers was
performed as described in Chapter 2. The amplified PCR products were resolved on
8% non-denaturing poly acrylamide gel, stained with ethidium bromide and scored
the alleles by manual inspection. Genotyping data and haplotype analysis showed
segregation of homozygous pattern of alleles, obtained with microsatellite markers
linked to the gene WNT10B (Figure 4.7, 4.8, 4.9), only in affected individuals of the
family. Normal individuals were heterozygous at this locus, thus establishing linkage
in all three families (D, E, F) to the gene WNT10B on chromosome 12q11–q13.
A gene WNT10B mapped at SHFM-6 on chromosome 12q13.11–q13 was previously
reported causing SHFM phenotype (Ugurand Tolun, 2008), therefore the same gene
was sequenced in all affected and unaffected members of the families. In family D,
sequence analysis revealed a 4-bp deletion mutation (c.1165_1168delAAGT) in exon5 of the gene in both affected individuals. This deletion mutation was present in
heterozygous state in obligate carriers of the family (Figure 4.10). In family E,
sequence analysis identified 7-bp duplication (c.300_306dupAGGGCGG) in exon 3
of the WNT10B gene. This mutation was present in heterozygous state in the obligate
carriers of the family (Figure 4.11). In the family F, entire coding region and splice
junctions of WNT10B gene were screened in two affected and one normal individual
of the family. However, sequence analysis failed to detect pathogenic sequence
variant suggesting that probably the mutation is present in regulatory sequences of the
gene.
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To exclude nonpathogenic nature of the two mutations identified in exons 3 and 5 of
the gene in two families (D and E), genomic DNA collected from 200 ethnically
matched control individuals was sequenced and these were not identified outside the
families. In order to verify the mutation in the WNT10B mRNA, an attempt was made
to extract it from the blood of both affected and unaffected individuals but it was not
successful.

Discussion
This chapter of the dissertation described clinical and molecular analysis of three
consanguineous families exhibiting autosomal recessive split hand and feet
malformation (SHFM) phenotype. Prior to this study, only three families segregating
autosomal recessive form of SHFM-6 were described (Ugur and Tolun, 2008; Blattner
et al., 2010; Khan et al., 2012).
Affected members of the three families exhibited SHFM phenotype with involvement
of hands and feet. Bone abnormalities such as ectrodactyly, polydactyly/syndactyly,
dysplastic hands and cleft feet were observed in affected members of all the three
families. The phenotypic variability has been observed not only among families but
also among affected members with in the same family. In certain individuals, one
extremity was found more affected than the other. Features observed in the three
families were similar to those reported in affected members of the families presented
by Khan et al. (2012) and Ugur and Tolun (2008). However, absences of thumb and
fingers seen in few affected members of the family reported by Khan et al. (2012)
have not been observed in the present three families. Similarly, associated
abnormalities such as deafness and cardiac defects reported in few individuals with
SHFM-1 and SHFM-5 (Elliott et al., 2008) were not found in any individual of the
present families. The SHFM phenotypic variability grading from mild preaxial to
post-axial involvement as simple syndactyly to severe central clefting of the autopods
is not restricted to families with autosomal recessive mode of inheritance but was also
reported in families mapped to five autosomal dominant loci (Ianakiev et al., 2000).
Linkage in the families, presented here, was established to SHFM-6 locus on
chromosome 12q11-q13. This locus and the candidate gene causing SHFM were
identified earlier by Ugur and Tolun, (2008). The WNT10B gene contains five exons
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encoding 389 amino acids protein. Previously, only three mutations including two
missense p.Arg332Trp in a Turkish family and p.Thr329Arg in a Pakistani family, and
one duplication (c.458_461dupAGCA) in a Swiss woman were reported in the gene
WNT10B (Blattner et al., 2010; Khan et al., 2012;Ugur and Tolun, 2008). The present
study has led to the identification of two novel mutations in the gene WNT10B
including 4-bp deletion (c.1165_1168delAAGT) in both affected individuals of family
D and 7-bp duplication (c.300_306dupAGGGCGG) in both affected individuals of
family E. The 4-bp deletion (c.1165_1168delAAGT), identified in the family D,
created a new termination codon after incorporating additional codons for 36
illegitimate amino acids (p.Lys388Glufs*36). Molecular docking studies revealed that
a significant conformational shift was detected in the active binding site of mutated
WNT10B (p.Lys388Glufs*36), influencing binding with Fzd8 which might affect the
canonical signaling pathway (Figure 4.12). The second mutation, 7-bp duplication
(c.300_306dupAGGGCGG) identified in the WNT10B gene in family E, created a
premature stop codon (TGA) 163 bps downstream probably resulting in production of
a mutant transcript, which is most likely degraded by nonsense mediated mRNA
decay.
The gene WNT10B is one of the members of WNT gene family, which contains at
least 18 other genes. Proteins encoded by these genes bind cell surface frizzled (FZD)
and low-density lipoprotein receptor related proteins resulting in activation of a
conserved “canonical” signaling pathway (Peifer and Polakis, 2000). The Wnt
signaling through proteins such as Wnt6, Wnt10a and Wnt10b play an important role
in development and maintenance of many organs and tissues including bones
(Cadigan and Nusse, 1997; Cawthorn et al., 2012). The role of Wnt signaling pathway
has been investigated in the developing limb bud that controls multiple processes such
as limb patterning and limb morphogenesis. Several Wnt genes such as WNT3,
WNT4, WNT6, WNT7A, WNT7B, WNT9B, WNT10A, WNT10B and WNT16 are highly
expressed in the ectoderm and apical ectoderm ridge (AER) during early limb
development (Witte et al., 2009). Moreover, Wnt signaling plays a critical role in the
determining of dorso-ventral limb identity (Galceran et al., 1999). During late limb
morphogenesis, Wnt signaling is determining the position and morphology of limb
structures such as muscles, tendons and skeletal elements (Yang, 2003). Wnt signaling
is also involved in bone formation by regulating chondrogenic differentiation from
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mesenchymal progenitors as well as osteoblast proliferation (Hartmann and Tabin,
2001; Rudnicki and Brown, 1997). In null mice Stevens et al. (2010) have studied that
both alleles of the WNT10B gene are required for maintenance of adult bone density
and loss of WNT10B results in reduction of the numbers of bone marrow-derived
mesenchymal progenitors. Andrade et al. (2007), and Zhou et al. (2008), have shown
that WNT10B expresses in several stem cell compartments including, postnatal
growth plate, bone marrow, and osteoblastic precursors.
In summary, the study presented in this chapter provided detailed clinical and
molecular aspects of hereditary SHFM in three consanguineous families of Pakistani
origin. Prior to this investigation, only one family from Pakistan was reported
segregating SHFM phenotype. Considering that SHFM6 is the only known autosomal
recessive locus known and mapped in Pakistani population therefore, WNT10B gene
mutation analysis can be included in routine molecular analysis of SHFM phenotype
at least in this part of the world. Sequence analysis of the gene in one family
presented in the present chapter, failed to detect disease causing mutation. Since
genotyping clearly and without any doubt established linkage of the family to SHFM6
locus, it would be interesting to subject DNA from affected members for third
generation sequencing. Recently Rehman et al. (2014) have shown that occurrence of
intra familial locus heterogeneity, including intra-sibship heterogeneity, is not rare and
that taking intra-familial locus heterogeneity into account while analyzing pedigree
data can increase the success rate in the identification of causal variants for Mendelian
traits. It is more likely that this effort will result in revealing a potential sequence
variant in intron or other regulatory sequences of the WNT10B gene. Presence of
second gene involved in causing SHFM phenotype at the same locus cannot be ruled
out as well.
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Figure 4.1: Pedigree drawing of the family D segregating autosomal recessive
congenital SHFM. Clear symbols represents unaffected individuals while filled
symbols represent affected individuals. Double line indicates the cousin marriage. The
individual numbers labeled with asterisks indicate the samples available for this study.
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Figure 4.2: Clinical features of SHFM phenotypes observed in affected members of
the family D. Patient (IV-4) showing absence of middle finger, and large proximal
phalanx of ring finger in the left hand (a), dysplasia of distal phalanx of index finger
and absence of middle phalanx of 3rd middle finger in the right hand (b). Patient (IV-3)
showing pre-axial syndactyly of toe 1–2 and post-axial syndactyly of toe 3–4 in
patient (c). Patient IV-4 showing a classical cleft foot deformity (d). Radiographic
features of left hand of patient IV-4 showing redial ray malformation including
hypoplasia of 1st metacarpal, absent middle finger (e), and right hand showing
polydactyly, absent phalanx, radial ray hypoplasia (f). Left foot of patient IV-3
showing accessory sesamoid of hallux (g). Right foot of patient IV-4 showing claw
foot, hellux valgus, claw toe deformity, basel syndactyly formation, absence of tarsal
and metatarsal bones, and prominent 5th metatarsal presenting varus angulation at
metatarsophalangeal joint (h). Left foot showing accessory sesamoid of hallux,
dysplastic middle and distal phalynx of lesser four toes, and fusion of middle and
distal phalynx of the 5th toe.
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Figure 4.3: Pedigree drawing of the family E segregating autosomal recessive
congenital SHFM. Clear symbols represents unaffected individuals while filled
symbols represent affected individuals. Symbols with crossed lines represent deceased
individuals. Double lines indicate a cousin marriage. The individual numbers labeled
with asterisks indicate the samples available for this study.
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Figure 4.4: Clinical features observed in affected individuals in the family E. Patient
(IV-4) showing cleft hand deformity associated with central type of syndactyly in left
hand and absence of central digit in right hand (a). Patient (IV-3) exhibiting cleft hand
deformity with pre-axial syndactyly and radial deviation of ring finger (b). Patient
(IV-3) with cleft hand deformity of central type (c). Patient (IV-4) showing cleft foot
deformity i.e. central deficiency and hallux valgus deformity of big toe and varus
deformity of lessor toe (d).
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Figure 4.5: Pedigree drawing of the family F segregating autosomal recessive
congenital SHFM. Clear symbols represents unaffected individuals while filled
symbols represent affected individuals. Symbols with crossed lines represent deceased
individuals. Double line indicates the cousin marriage. The individual numbers
labeled with asterisks indicate the samples available for this study.
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Figure 4.6: Clinical features observed in affected individuals in the family F. Patient
(IV-1) showing syndactyly of 3 rd and 4th toes (a), central type of polydactyly along
with syndactyly in the right foot (b). Patient (IV-2) showing dysplastic cleft hand
associated with camptodactyly of a little finger, and central ray radial deficiency (c,
d). Patient (IV-2) showing cleft foot characterized by central deficiency with
rudimentary bud of lesser toe (e). Patient (IV-2) demonstrating cleft foot with central
deficiency and hallux valgus deformity (f).
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Figure 4.7: Haplotype of family D segregating SHFM6. Alleles forming the risk
haplotype are shaded black, while alleles not co-segregating with the disease are
shown in white. Disease-interval is flanked by markers D12S1042 and D12S347.
Genetic distances in centi-Morgans (cM) are depicted according to the Rutgers
combined linkage-physical map (Build 36.2) (Matise et al., 2007).
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Fig. 4.8: Haplotype of family E segregating SHFM6. Alleles forming the risk
haplotype are shaded black, while alleles not co-segregating with the disease are
shown in white. Disease-interval is flanked by markers D12S1621 and D12S347.
Genetic distances in centi-Morgans (cM) are depicted according to the Rutgers
combined linkage-physical map (Build 36.2) (Matise et al., 2007).
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Figure 4.9: Haplotype of family F segregating SHFM6. Alleles forming the risk
haplotype are shaded black, while alleles not co-segregating with the disease are
shown in white. Disease-interval is flanked by markers D12S1621 and D12S1635.
Genetic distances in centi-Morgans (cM) are depicted according to the Rutgers
combined linkage-physical map (Build 36.2) (Matise et al., 2007).
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Figure 4.10: Sequence analysis of a novel mutation in the gene WNT10B. A 4-bp
deletion (c.1165_1168delAAGT) identified in the family D. The upper panel (a)
represent the nucleotide sequences in the affected individuals, the middle panel (b) in
the heterozygous carriers and the lower panel (c) in the unaffected individuals. The 4bp underlined in panel c represents the sequence deleted in affected individuals in the
family in the panel (a).
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Figure 4.11: Sequence analysis of a novel mutation in the gene WNT10B. 7-bp
duplication (c.300_306dupAGGGCGG) detected in family E. The upper panel (a)
represents the nucleotide sequences in the affected individuals, the middle panel (b) in
the heterozygous carriers and the lower panel (c) in the unaffected individuals. The 7bp sequence underlined in panel (a) represents the sequence duplicated in the affected
individuals in the family.
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Figure 4.12: Visualization of the best docked WNT10B-Fz8 complex normal
WNT10B represented by cyan color ribbons (a). Surface view of normal WNT10B
(b). Mutated WNT10B represented by cyan color ribbons (c) and surface view of
mutated WNT10B (d). Interacting residues are shown in atomic representations and
H-bonds are shown by dotted black lines. H-bond distances are indicated in Å.
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ELLIS-VAN CREVELD SYNDROME
Ellis–van Creveld syndrome (EvC, MIM 225500) is an autosomal recessive skeletal
dysplasia, first described by Richard Ellis and Simon Van Creveld in 1940 (Zangwill
et al., 1998). EvC syndrome is commonly observed in Amish community of
Lancaster, Pennsylvania, where the incidence is estimated to be 5/1000 live births as
compared to 7/10,00,000 in non-Amish population (Stoll et al., 1989; Dugoff et
al.,2001). Since 1940 large number of cases of the syndrome has been reported in
different ethnic groups including at least four in Pakistani population.
Congenital heart defects occur in 50–60% of EvC cases, and are a major cause of
reduced life expectancy (Digilio et al., 1999). AVCD (Atrioventricular Canal Defect),
CA (Common Atrium), LSVC (Left Superior Vena Cava) and pulmonary venous
abnormalities are most commonly heart defects reported in EvC patients (Digilio et
al., 1999; Hills et al., 2011). In addition to cardiac abnormalities, several different
forms of skeletal defects have been reported as well. This include disproportionate
dwarfism with short ribs and exceptionally long and narrow trunk, distal shortening of
upper and lower limbs, short broad hands with bilateral postaxial polydactyly type A,
partial cutaneous syndactyly and genu velgum. The radiographic analysis identified
short middle and distal phalanges, coned shaped epiphysis, hamate and capitate bone
fusion, mild bowing of humerus, complete or partial fusion of metacarpal and
metatarsal bones, fusion of proximal tibia and fibula (Ulucan et al., 2008; Vinay et
al., 2009; Kalsoom et al., 2010). Oral and dental anomalies associated with EvC are
maxillary and mandibular labiogingival adherences causing a lip to present a V
shaped notch in the mid line, submucosal clefts, multiple frenula, dystrophic philtrum,
hypodontia, conical and microdontic teeth, natal and neonatal teeth, malocclusion,
delayed teeth eruption and enamel hypoplasia (Sarnat et al., 1980; Deborah et al.,
1988; Hunter and Roberts, 1998; Atasu and Biren, 2000; Cahuana et al., 2004;
Tompson et al., 2007; Ulucan et al., 2008; Kalsoom et al., 2010). Nearly nails in all
the EvC patients are short, thin, hypoplastic and often spoon shaped (Al-khenaizan et
al., 2001; Gorlin et al., 2001; Kalsoom et al., 2010).
Ellis-van Creveld syndrome is caused by mutations in two genes, EVC (MIM 604831)
and EVC2 (MIM 607261), arranged in head to head configuration and separated by
2.6 kb genomic sequence on chromosome 4p16 (Ruiz-Perez et al., 2003). The EVC
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and EVC2 express in the heart, kidney, lungs and developing bones. In bones, the
expression was observed in the developing vertebral bodies, ribs and both upper and
lower limbs being higher in the distal limbs compared with the proximal limbs (RuizPerez et al., 2000). The EvC phenotype caused by mutations in either of the two genes
is indistinguishable, which indicates that both the genes are involved in common
signaling pathway (Tompson et al., 2007; Valencia et al., 2009).
Both EVC and EVC2 act as positive regulators of hedgehog (hh) signal transduction
pathway by localizing at the basal body and membrane of chondrocyte cilia, in a codependent manner. Their co-localization requires the interaction between the
intracellular C-terminus portions of EVC and EVC2 (Ruiz-Perez et al., 2007; Blair et
al., 2011). EVC is also expressed in the primary cilia of osteoblasts thus transducing
the hh signals in osteoblast. Pacheco et al. (2012) have reported that EVC is involved
in promoting chondrocyte proliferation and hypertrophy, and differentiation of
osteoblasts in the perichondrium. These authors have further shown normal Indian
hedgehog (Ihh) expression in EVC knockout mice but reduced expression of Ihh
downstream targets Ptch1, Gli1 and Pthrp in chondrocytes. Due to low Pthrp level,
the proliferation rate of chondrocytes was reduced thus causing them to become
hypertrophic prematurely. Additionally, onset of osteoblastogenesis was delayed and
expression of the transcription factor Runx2, a principal trigger of osteoblast
differentiation and a perichondrial target of Ihh signaling, was also reduced in the
perichondrium.

Pakistani Consanguineous Families with EvC Syndrome
Three consanguineous families (G, H, I), segregating Ellis–van Creveld syndrome,
were ascertained from different areas of the country. They were clinically and
genetically characterized and the results obtained are made part of the present chapter
of the dissertation. Summary of the clinical features noted in affected members of the
three families are presented in Table 5.1.

Family G
This family with clinical manifestations of EvC syndrome was recruited from
Rawalpindi District of Pakistan. Rawalpindi is one of the most populated cities and
situated next to Islamabad, Capital of the country. Analysis of the family pedigree
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drawing (Figure 5.1) provided convincing evidence of an autosomal recessive mode
of inheritance of the phenotype. Affected individuals (IV-3, IV-4) in the family were
the product of first cousin marriage (III-1, III-2). For DNA analysis, blood samples
were obtained from two affected (IV-3, IV4) and four unaffected (III-2, III-3, IV-1,
IV-2) individuals of the family.
Clinical Features
Two affected individuals of the family including a 3.5 years old girl (IV-3) and her 7
months old brother (IV-4) were born after normal pregnancies. They were short
stature, had low set shoulders, and bilateral postaxial polydactyly of hands. Their
hands were broad and swollen with short misaligned fingers. Fingernails were short,
hypoplastic and absent on both sixth fingers (Figure 5.2).
Electrocardiography of the affected individual (IV-4) showed partial atrioventricular
septal defect (Figure 5.2g). Teeth abnormalities were observed in both the patients. In
individual IV-3, serrated teeth and missing maxillary lateral incisors and right central
incisor were found. High arch palate and gum hypoplasia were also present (Figure
5.2a). In individual IV-4, facial features including short/thin upper lips, short multiple
frenula, irregular alveolar ridge and long philtrum were observed. Neonatal teeth were
present while lateral incisors were missing. Macroglossia was visible in the infant,
however the mucous membrane under the tongue was short (ankyloglossia). Sweating
and hair were normal in both the patients. Radiological study of an affected individual
(IV-4, Figure 5.2f) revealed bilateral rhizomelia of the humerus and short ribs with
narrow chest.

Family H
This is the second family, H, with EvC syndrome, recruited from Rawalpindi District
of the country. The family has two affected (IV-2, IV-3) and four unaffected (III-1,
III-2, IV-1, IV-4) individuals (Figure 5.3). The blood samples were obtained from
both affected and unaffected individuals of the family.
Clinical Features
Two affected individuals of the family (IV-2, IV-3) were clinically examined at local
government hospital. Both the affected individuals were born after normal
pregnancies. Broad swollen hands with short misaligned fingers, bilateral postaxial
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polydactyly, short hypoplastic finger nails were observed in both the affected
members (Figure 5.4). Ankyloglossia or tongue-tie and macroglossia were prominent
in the affected individuals. Gum hypoplasia, high arch palate, short/thin upper lips,
irregular alveolar ridge and long philtrum were observed. Bilateral rhizomelia of the
hands, short ribs with narrow chest and distended abdomen were present. Radiographs
of the affected individual IV-2 were not available. Electrocardiography did not
identify any cardiac abnormality. Slight variation in dental anomalies was observed in
the two patients.

Family I
Family I (Figure 5.5) belongs to a remote area in district Kohat of Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa (KPK) province of the country. Similar to two other families (G and H)
affected members in this family also showed segregation of EvC phenotype in the
autosomal recessive pattern. For genetic analysis, blood samples were obtained from
one affected (IV-5) and five unaffected individuals (III-2, III-3, III-4, IV-2, IV-3) of
the family.
Clinical Features
Lone affected individual (IV-5) in the family showed several well characterized
features of EvC syndrome. He was short statured, had low set shoulders, developed
deformity of legs and knees called genu valgum, and bilateral postaxial polydactyly of
hands and feet. His hands were broad with short misaligned fingers. Fingernails were
short, dystrophic and also present on both the sixth fingers. He had no facial
dysmorphic features except for a relatively narrow and long face. Feet were broad and
swollen with thick nails and the great toe was laterally deviated (Figure 5.6).
Electrocardiography did not identify any cardiac abnormality. Slight variation in
dental anomalies was observed in the patient. Ankyloglossia or tongue-tie was
prominent in the individual and this could be the contributing factor to his speech
problem. Additionally, fissured tongue and connective tissue deposition in the gums
were also observed.
Sweating, skin, eyes and heart abnormalities were missing in the affected individual
of the family. Parents of the affected individual showed no abnormalities and were
healthy like other normal individuals of the family.
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Genotyping and Sequencing EVC and EVC2 Genes
Linkage in the three families (G, H, I) was tested by genotyping microsatellite
markers mapped in the known locus of EvC syndrome on chromosome 4p16. The
markers flanking the region, encompassing both EVC and EVC2 genes, and typed in
the three families are presented in the Table 2.1. Affected individuals in the families
were homozygous for nine markers (D4S90, D4S343, D4S2957, D4S2285, D4S2366
D4S3007, D4S394, D4S545, D4S2983) in the region. Analysis of the haplotypes
provided convincing evidence of linkage in the two families (G and H) to the EvC
genes (Figure 5.7, 5.8). In the third family (I), nine typed markers showed
heterozygous pattern of alleles thus predicting the involvement of another gene in
causing EvC syndrome (Figure 5.9).
The EVC and EVC2 genes were sequenced using genomic DNA available from
affected and unaffected members in the two families (G and H) as described in
Materials and Methods. The primers used for amplification of EVC and EVC2 genes
are listed in Table 2.3 and 2.4, respectively.
In family G, sequence analysis detected a novel nonsense mutation involving
transition of G to A at nucleotide position 702 (c.702G>A) in exon 8 of the EVC2
gene in both affected individuals. This resulted in substitution of a codon for amino
acid tryptophan with a premature stop codon (p.Try234*) (Figure 5.10). In family H,
sequence

analysis

identified

15-bpduplication

(c.1932_1946dupAGCCCTCCGGAGGCT) in exon 14 of the EVC gene (Figure
5.11). Both the mutations, identified here, were present in heterozygous state in the
obligate carriers of the family.
To exclude non pathogenic nature of the two mutations identified in exons 8 and 14 of
the EVC2 and EVC genes in the two families (G and H), genomic DNA collected
from 250 ethnically matched control individuals was sequenced and these were not
identified outside the families.

Discussion
This chapter describes detailed clinical and molecular analysis of three families (G, H,
I) segregating autosomal recessive form of EvC syndrome. Several cases of the
syndrome have been reported in families originating from different ethnic groups
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around the world. However, prior to this study, from Pakistan only one family with
EvC syndrome has been reported (Kalsoom et al., 2010). Two of the families, in the
present study, showed disease causing novel sequence variants in the EVC and EVC2
genes. However, the third family with EvC syndrome failed to show linkage to the
known genes suggesting presence of another gene in the human genome causing EvC
syndrome.
The EvC related features observed in affected members of the three families,
characterized here, included cardiac defect, upper-lip defect, long philtrum, neonatal
teeth, short stature, broad swollen hands with short misaligned fingers, postaxial
polydactyly of hands, hypodontia, serrated teeth, multiple oral frenula, tongue-tie
(ankyloglossia), macroglossia, irregular alveolar ridge, short, hypoplastic nails,
bilateral rhizomelia of the humerus and short ribs with narrow chest. The partial
atrioventricular septal defect and multiple oral frenula observed in affected members
of family G were not present in affected members of family H and I. Some of the
most commonly reported features associated with EvC syndrome including cone
shaped epiphysis of phalanges, fusion of the capitate and hamate bones of the wrist,
bowing of the humerus and fusion of the proximal tibia and fibula were not observed
in the patients described here. High arch palate was observed in all the affected
individuals of the two families (G, H) which were not reported previously.
Establishing linkage of the two families (G, H) on chromosome 4p16 followed by
DNA sequencing led to the identification of a novel mutation each in EVC2 and EVC
gene.

A

nonsense

mutation

(p.Trp234*)

in

EVC2

and

15-bpduplication

(c.1932_1946dupAGCCCTCCGGAGGCT) in the EVC gene were detected in family
G and H, respectively.
The EVC2 gene holds 22 coding exons spanning 150 kb on genomic DNA. The gene
encoding 1,308 amino acids protein, predicted to have a transmembrane segment,
three coil coiled regions, and a RhoGEF domain (Schultz et al., 1998; Letunic et al.,
2002; Ruiz-Perez et al., 2003). The other gene EVC contains 21 coding exons
spanning 120 kb on genomic DNA and gives rise to 992 amino acids protein with
three putative nuclear localization signal sequences (82-88, 249-255, 923-939 amino
acids), a leucine zipper motif (635-656 amino acids) and a putative transmembrane
domain (27-47 amino acids) (Ruiz-Perez et al., 2000). EVC and EVC2 are arranged in
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a divergent orientation separated by 2.6 kb on genomic sequence. The two genes
encode proteins with no significant homology to each other or to any other protein
(Ruiz-Perez et al., 2003).
To date, several mutations have been reported in both EVC2 and EVC genes. Majority
of the mutations are either of nonsense type or frameshift introducing premature
nonsense codons and, thus are likely to be considered as loss of function mutations
(Tompson et al., 2007; Ruiz-Perez and Goodship, 2009). A novel nonsense mutation
(p.Trp234*), identified in EVC2 gene in the family G, predicts an absence of
functional mRNA following nonsense mediated mRNA decay, and absence of
functional

protein.

The

other

mutation,

15-bp

duplication

(c.1932_1946dupAGCCCTCCGGAGGCT), identified in the EVC gene in the family
H, adds 5 additional amino acids and therefore predicts to disrupt the leucine zipper
motif in DNA-binding region of the protein. The leucine zipper motif encodes by
EVC gene play dual role in the replication process in the nucleus. It promotes RepARepA interaction in the dimerization and cooperativity at oriV, and interaction
between RepA and other host replication factors involved in replication (García-deViedma et al., 1996).
The two mutually dependent endogenous ciliary proteins Evc and Evc2 play a key
role in the Sufu/Gli3 dissociation and Gli3 recruitment to the cilium tip through direct
interaction with Smo and in this manner modulate Hh signaling. Simultaneously, Evc
and Evc2 appear to be needed for the activation of pathway in the absence of Sufu
(Caparrós-Martín et al., 2013). EVC syndrome shares some phenotypic similarities
with oral-facial-digital-syndrometype-1 (OFDI) such as orofacial and nail
abnormalities and cardiovascular defects. It has been suggested that SHH signaling
pathway is disrupted in both EVC and OFDI as the protein mutated in OFD1 plays a
role in ciliogenesis (Ferrante et al., 2006; Goddeeris et al., 2008).
In conclusion, the study presented here, have revealed two novel disease causing
mutations in the EVC2 and EVC genes, which further extend the spectrum of mutation
in these genes resulting in the EvC syndrome. This is only the second study
describing EvC syndrome in Pakistani population. In addition to identifying novel
mutations, another interesting aspect of the present study is the characterization of
EvC syndrome in a family which is not linked to EVC and EVC2 genes. Although,
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due to short of time, an attempt was not made to scan the human genome to find the
disease causing gene in this family but at least this reflects the presence of one more
gene for this syndrome in the human genome.
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Table 5.1: Clinical Features of affected individuals of family G, H and I
Clinical features

Family H
IV-3

Family I
IV-4

IV-2

Family J
IV-3

III-5

Cardiac defects
partial atrioventricular septal

+

+

-

-

-

Postaxial polydactyly of hands

+

+

+

+

+

Postaxial polydactyly of feet

-

-

-

-

+

Short stature

+

+

+

+

+

Limb shortening

+

+

+

+

-

Narrow chest

+

+

+

+

+

Nail hypoplasia

+

+

+

+

+

Dysplastic nails

+

+

+

+

+

Short/thin upper lip

+

+

+

+

-

Short/multiple frenula

+

+

-

-

-

Irregular alveolar ridge

+

+

+

+

-

High arch palate*

+

+

+

+

-

Hypodontia

+

+

+

+

-

Natal teeth

+

-

+

-

-

Macroglossia

+

+

+

+

-

Ankyloglossia

+

+

+/-

+/-

+

Short broad nose

+

+

+

+

-

Long philtrum

+

+

+

+

-

Short long bones

+

+

+

+

-

Short ribs with narrow chest

+

+

+

+

+

defect
Skeletal features

Facial Features

Radiological Features

In the columns describing the patients + indicates a feature is present and – indicates a
feature is absent. In the column describing features * indicates novel findings.
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Figure 5.1: Pedigree drawing of the family G with autosomal recessive Ellis-van
Creveld (EvC) syndrome. Squares and circles represent males and females,
respectively. Clear symbols represents unaffected individuals while filled symbols
represent affected individuals. Double line indicates consanguineous union. The
individual numbers labeled with asterisks indicate the samples available for this study.
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Figure 5.2: Clinical features of EvC syndrome observed in the family G. Patient (IV3) showing hypodontia with serrated teeth, missing maxillary lateral and right central
incisor, high arch palate and gum hypoplasia (a). Patient (IV-3) showing bilateral
postaxial polydactyly of hands, which are broad and swollen with short misaligned
fingers (b). In the same patient, fingernails are short, hypoplastic and absent on both
the sixth fingers(c). Patient IV-4 showing neonatal teeth, missing lateral incisors,
short multiple frenulum’s and irregular alveolar ridge (d). In the same patient (IV-4),
small thin upper lips, and long philtrum can be noted (e). Radiological study of an
affected member (IV-4) revealed bilateral rhizomelia of the humerus and short ribs
with narrow chest (f). Electrocardiography analysis of the affected individual (IV-4)
revealed partial atrioventricular septal defect (g).
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Figure 5.3: Pedigree drawing of the family H with autosomal recessive Ellis-van
Creveld syndrome. Squares and circles represent males and females, respectively.
Clear symbols represents unaffected individuals while filled symbols represent
affected individuals. Symbols with crossed lines represent deceased individuals.
Double line indicates consanguineous union. The individual numbers labeled with
asterisks indicate the samples available for this study.
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Figure 5.4: Clinical features of EvC syndrome observed in the family H. Patient (IV3) showing ankyloglossia or tongue-tie and macroglossia, gum hypoplasia, high arch
palate, neonatal teeth, missing lateral incisors and irregular alveolar ridge (a). The
same patient (IV-3) showing bilateral postaxial polydactyly of hands, broad and
swollen hands with short misaligned fingers, short fingernails which are hypoplastic
(b), narrow chest and distended abdomen (c). Radiological study of the patient (IV-3)
revealed bilateral rhizomelia of the humerus and short ribs with narrow chest (d).
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Figure 5.5: Pedigree drawing of the family I with autosomal recessive Ellis-van
Creveld syndrome. Squares and circles represent males and females, respectively.
Clear symbols represents unaffected individuals while filled symbols represent
affected individuals. Symbols with crossed lines represent deceased individuals.
Double line indicates consanguineous union. The individual numbers labeled with
asterisks indicate the samples available for this study.
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Figure 5.6: Clinical features of EvC syndrome observed in the family I. Patient (IV5) showing broad and short hands with postaxial polydactyly associated with
camptodactyly of ring finger (a). The same patient (IV-5) showing relatively narrow
and long face, short stature, and low set shoulders (b), broad feet with thick nails and
the great toe laterally deviated and postaxial polydactyly (c).
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Figure 5.7: Haplotype analysis of the family G segregating autosomal recessive Ellisvan Creveld syndrome. Haplotypes of the most closely linked microsatellite markers
are shown below the genotyped individuals. Black bars indicate disease haplotype.
The genetic positions (centi-Morgan) and arrangement of microsatellite markers is
according to Rutgers combined linkage physical map built 36.2 (Matise et al., 2007).
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Figure 5.8: Haplotype analysis of the family H segregating autosomal recessive Ellisvan Creveld syndrome. Haplotypes of the most closely linked microsatellite markers
are shown below the genotyped individuals. Black bars indicate disease haplotype.
The genetic positions (centi-Morgan) and arrangement of microsatellite markers is
according to Rutgers combined linkage physical map built 36.2 (Matise et al., 2007).
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Figure 5.9: Haplotype analysis of the family I segregating autosomal recessive Ellisvan Creveld syndrome. Haplotypes of the most closely linked microsatellite markers
are shown below the genotyped individuals. The arrows represent position of the two
genes. The genetic positions (centi-Morgan) and arrangement of microsatellite
markers is according to Rutgers combined linkage physical map built 36.2 (Matise et
al., 2007).
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Figure 5.10: DNA Sequence analysis of a novel nonsense mutation (c.702G>A,
p.Trp234*) in the EVC2 gene identified in the family G. The upper panel (a)
represents the nucleotide sequences in the affected individual, the middle panel (b) in
the heterozygous carriers and the lower panel (c) in the unaffected individual. The
arrows represent position of the mutation.
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Figure

5.11:

Ellis-van Creveld Syndrome

DNA

Sequence

analysis

of

a

novel

15-bp

duplication

(c.1932_1946dupAGCCCTCCGGAGGCT) in the EVC gene detected in family H.
The upper panel (a) represent the nucleotide sequence in the affected individual, the
middle panel (b) in the heterozygous carriers and the lower panel (c) in the unaffected
individual. The arrows represent position of the mutation. The 15-bp sequence boxed,
represents the sequence duplicated in the affected individual in the panel a.
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ACROMESOMELIC DYSPLASIA
Acromesomelic dysplasia (AMD) is a group of autosomal recessive disorders in
which the patient’s exhibit disproportionate shortening of the skeletal elements
including forearms, forelegs, hands and feet. This form of skeletal disorder is further
classified into three major types including Grebe-type Acromesomelic Dysplasia,
Acromesomelic Dysplasia type Hunter-Thompson and Acromesomelic Dysplasia,
type Maroteaux.
Grebe-type acromesomelic dysplasias (AMDG) is recessively inherited distinct limb
developmental disorder with distinctive features of short and deformed radii/ulnae and
tibiae/fibulae. Lin et al. (1996) mapped Grebe-type chondrodysplasia on chromosome
20q11.22. Mutations in the gene encoding cartilage-derived morphogenetic protein-1
(CDMP-1), mapped on chromosome 20q11.22, have been shown to cause Grebe-type
acromesomelic dysplasias (AMDG) (Thomas et al., 1997; Faiyaz-ul-Haque et al.,
2002; Stelzer et al., 2003; Al-Yahyaee et al., 2003; Basit et al., 2008).
The second type of AMD, Acromesomelic Dysplasia type Hunter-Thompson
(AMDH), having autosomal recessive mode of inheritance, characterized by short
humerus, radius and ulna, short femur, tibia and fibula along with dislocated ankle.
Thomas et al. (1996) reported 22-bp (tandem-duplication) frameshift mutation in the
gene CDMP-1 in AMDH patient.
Acromesomelic Dysplasia, type Maroteaux (AMDM) is the third type of AMD,
characterized by disproportionate shortening of skeletal elements, predominantly
affecting the middle segments (forearms and forelegs) and distal segments (hands and
feet) of appendicular skeleton. In addition, axial skeletal involvement occurs
characterized by wedging of vertebral bodies, with dorsal margins being shorter than
the ventral margins. Mode of inheritance of AMDM (MIM 602875) is an autosomal
recessive with a prevalence of 1/1,000,000 (Langer and Garrett, 1989). Skeletal
growth in AMDM patients falls off sharply after birth causing abnormal growth plate
and short misshapen bones in the extremities and spine. Borrelli et al. (1983)
observed that carrier parents of AMDM children are shorter than average.
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Acromesomelic dysplasia type Maroteaux (AMDM) was mapped on chromosome
9p13-q12 (Kant et al., 1998). Mutations in the gene NPR2, encoding natriuretic
peptide receptor B, result in Acromesomelic Dysplasia, Type Maroteaux (Bartels et
al., 2004; Khan et al., 2012; Amano et al., 2014).
Natriuretic peptides (NPs) comprise a family of hormones involved in the regulation
of various physiological processes including cardiac growth, blood pressure, axonal
path ﬁnding and endochondral ossiﬁcation by binding to cell surface receptors called
natriuretic peptide receptors (NPRs) (Kishimoto et al., 2001; Tamura et al., 2004;
Langenickel et al., 2006). Three different subtypes (A, B, C) of NPRs have been
identiﬁed (Potter et al., 2006). NPR-B is expressed in various tissues and cell
populations like heart, vessels, brain, uterus and chondrocytes (Silberbach and
Roberts, 2001; Potter et al., 2006; Pagel-Langenickel et al., 2007). NPR-B is a
receptor for type-C natriuretic peptide (CNP) that acts locally as a paracrine and/or
autocrine regulator in a wide variety of tissues (Schulz, 2005). NPR-B consist of an
extracellular ligand binding domain, a single hydrophobic transmembrane region, an
intracellular kinase homology domain (KHD), and carboxyl- terminal guanylyl
cyclase (GC) domain (Schulz, 2005; Garbers et al., 2006). The NPR-A and NPR-B
mediate their biological function through GC domains.
The present chapter describes clinical and genetic investigation of a consanguineous
Pakistani family segregating acromesomelic Dysplasia, Type Maroteaux in autosomal
recessive pattern. The clinical investigation was performed with the assistance of
medical officers serving the government hospitals. Linkage in the family was
established by genotyping microsatellite markers and automated DNA sequencing
was employed to identify the sequence variants.

Family J Segregating Acromesomelic Dysplasia
Family J with autosomal recessive form of acromesomelic dysplasia was recruited
from lower Dir, a district of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KPK) Province of the country
(Figure 6.1). The family had five affected members including a deceased member
(IV-2). Blood samples of six family members including two affected (IV-1, IV-5) and
four unaffected (III-1, III-2, IV-6, V-1) were available for the present study.
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Clinical Features
Affected individuals of the family showed clinical features of acromesomelic
dysplasia, type Maroteaux (AMDM), segregated in an autosomal recessive manner.
At the time of study, ages of the two patients IV-1 (81 cm) and IV-5 (111 cm) were
40 and 25 years, respectively. They exhibit marked shortening in the middle and distal
segments of limbs. Hands and feet were short with broad fingers and redundant skin.
A skeletal survey revealed disproportionate mesomelic shortening of the arms,
phalanges and metacarpal bones. Both affected individuals showed vertebral
abnormalities including short thoracic and lumbar spine (mild platyspondyly) (Figure
6.2).

Genotyping and Sequencing NPR2
Linkage in the family was tested by genotyping microsatellite markers mapped in the
flanking regions of NPR2 gene on chromosome 9p13-q12. The markers typed in the
family are listed in the Table 2.1. Affected individuals in the family were
homozygous for five markers (D9S1118, D9S1845, D9S1817, D9S50, D9S1874) in
the region. Analysis of the haplotype provided convincing evidence of linkage in the
family to the NPR2 gene (Figure 6.3).
To search for underlying mutation in the gene NPR2, all 22 exons and splice junctions
were PCR amplified from genomic DNA using primers designed from intronic
sequences of the gene (Chapter 2: Materials and Methods: Table 2.5). The entire
coding and splice junctions of the NPR2 gene were then sequenced bidirectionally in
two affected and one unaffected individual in the family. Sequence analysis with
standard

sequence

of

the

exons

and

splice

junctions

of

this

gene

(www.ensembl.org/Homosapiens) failed to identify any potential sequence variant,
which could be responsible for generating AMDM phenotypes in the family,
suggesting that probably the mutation is present in regulatory sequences of the gene.

Discussion
This chapter of the dissertation described clinical and molecular analysis of a
consanguineous Pakistani family exhibiting typical features of Acromesomelic
Dysplasia, type Maroteaux (AMDM). Clinical and physical features observed in
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affected members of the family included extremely short and broad fingers with
redundant skin of hands and feet, short middle and distal segments, misshaped long
bones and reduced thoracic and lumbar spines. The features observed in the present
family were similar to those reported earlier in several other families with different
ethnic origins (Kant et al., 1998; Bartels et al., 2004; Olney et al., 2006; Hachiya et
al., 2007; Khan et al., 2012).
Genotyping analysis in the family established linkage to the gene NPR2, mapped
earlier on chromosome 9p13-q12 (Kant et al., 1998; Bartels et al., 2004). DNA
sequence analysis of the gene failed to identify any potential sequence variant, which
could be responsible for generating AMDM phenotype in the family, suggesting that
probably the mutation is present in regulatory sequences of the gene. Recently
Rehman et al. (2014) have shown that occurrence of intra familial locus
heterogeneity, including intra-sibship heterogeneity, is not rare and that taking intrafamilial locus heterogeneity into account while analyzing pedigree data can increase
the success rate in the identification of causal variants for Mendelian traits.
The human gene NPR2 spans about 16.5 kb, contains 22 exons encoding 1047 amino
acids protein (Kant et al., 1998). Potter (2006) has shown that guanylyl cyclase-linked
natriuretic peptide receptors consist of 450 amino acids extracellular ligand-binding
domain, 20 amino acids of single hydrophobic transmembrane domain and 570 amino
acids of intracellular domain. Intracellular domain contains 3 subdomains including a
kinase homology domain of 250-260 amino acids, a coiled-coil dimerization domain
of 40 amino acids, and carboxyl-terminal guanylyl cyclase catalytic domain of 250
amino acids (Tamura and Garbers, 2003).
To date, 27 mutations in the gene NPR2 have been reported in families segregating
AMDM (Bartels et al., 2004; Olney et al., 2006; Hachiya et al., 2007; Khan et al.,
2012; Hannema et al., 2013; Amano et al., 2014). This included 4 nonsense, 5
frameshift, 3 splice site and 15 missense mutations in 31 families with AMDM (Table
6.1). Mostly the missense mutations caused receptors to retain in the endoplasmic
reticulum, and never reached the cell surface and as a result decreased the number of
receptors available to extracellular ligands (Hume et al., 2009). A couple of other
reports indicated that missense mutations produce receptors with less binding affinity
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to their ligand (Hume et al., 2009) or with an impaired ligand-induced guanylyl
cyclase activity (Hachiya et al., 2007). A novel activating NPR2 mutation
(p.Arg655Cys) located in the kinase homology domain, which results in extremely
tall stature without severe skeletal abnormalities. This activating mutation indicates
that the kinase homology domain, whose function is still poorly understood, is
crucially involved in regulating guanylyl cyclase activity of NPR2 (Hannema et al.,
2013).

Recently, Amano et al. (2014) identified two novel heterozygous NPR2

mutations (p.Arg110Cys; p.Gln417Glu) causing a loss of C-type natriuretic peptidedependent cGMP generation capacities and having dominant-negative effects. A
homozygous mutation (p.Arg110Cys) caused NPR2 defective in trafficking from the
endoplasmic reticulum to the Golgi apparatus. In contrast, another homozygous
missense mutation (p.Gln417Glu) showed clear cell surface expression.
At least two studies have shown that mutations in GC-binding domain in the gene
Npr2 result in impaired endochondral ossification and severe dwarfism in mice
(Tamura et al., 2004, Weischenfeldt et al., 2005). Since NPR-B mediate its biological
function through GC domain, it is highly likely that the effect on the structure of
NPR-B will affect the natriuretic peptide-dependent physiological response occurs
through synthesis of cGMP. This in turns will affect the cGMP signaling effects
which occurs through cGMP binding proteins including cGMP dependent protein
kinase (PKG), cGMP binding phosphodiesterases (PDEs) and cyclic nucleotide-gated
ion channels. The best studied cGMP signaling effects occurs through PKGs. Deletion
of a membrane bound PKGII, which has been found in high concentration in brain,
chondrocytes and bones (Smolenski et al., 1998), results in dwarfism in rodents
(Pfeifer et al., 1996; Smolenski et al., 1998). The genetic data pertaining to mutations
identified in Cnp and Npr-b in mice and NPR-B in human clearly showed the
involvement of CNP/NPR-B/cGMP signaling pathway in bone development.
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Figure 6.1: Pedigree drawing of the family J segregating acromesomelic dysplasia in
autosomal recessive pattern. Squares and circles represent males and females,
respectively. Clear symbols represents unaffected individuals while filled symbols
affected individuals. Symbols with bars represent deceased individuals. Double lines
indicate consanguineous union. The individual numbers labeled with asterisks
indicate samples available for this study.
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Figure 6.2: Clinical features of acromesomelic dysplasiatype Maroteaux (AMDM),
observed in the family J. Patients (IV-1, 81cm) age 40 years, and Patient (IV-5, 111
cm) age 25 years (a). Short fingers and redundant skin in affected individual IV-1
(b,c) and IV-5 (d, e).
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Figure 6.3: Haplotype analysis of the family J segregating acromesomelic dysplasia
in autosomal recessive manner. Haplotypes of the most closely linked microsatellite
markers are shown below the genotyped individuals. Black bars indicate disease
haplotype. The genetic positions (centi-Morgan) and arrangement of microsatellite
markers is according to Rutgers combined linkage physical map built 36.2 (Matise et
al., 2007).
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Table 6.1: List of mutations in the gene NPR2 reported to date
S.NO

Mutation

cDNA

Protein

Reference

1

Missense

c.94C>A

p.Pro32Thr

Bartels et al., 2004

2

Missense

c.343T>G

p.Trp115Gly

Bartels et al., 2004

3

Missense

c.528T>A

p.Asp176Glu

Bartels et al., 2004

4

Nonsense

c.1162C>T

p.Arg388*

Bartels et al., 2004

5

Nonsense

c.844C>T

p.Gln282*

Bartels et al., 2004

6

Missense

c.890C>T

p.Thr297Met

Bartels et al., 2004

7

Missense

c.1013A>G

p.Tyr338Cys

Bartels et al., 2004

8

Nonsense

c.1111C>T

p.Arg371*

Bartels et al., 2004

9

Deletion

c.1314_1315delCT

p.Pro438fs*441

Bartels et al., 2004

10

Missense

c.1225G>A

p.Ala409Thr

Bartels et al., 2004

11

Missense

c.1238GrA

p.Gly413Glu

Bartels et al., 2004

12

Deletion

c.1294delC

p.Pro432fs*476

Bartels et al., 2004

13

Nonsense

c.1498C>T

p.Gln500*

Bartels et al., 2004

14

Splice-site

c.1887-2T>A

p. Gly630fs*

Bartels et al., 2004

15

Missense

c.2123A>G

p.Tyr708Cys

Bartels et al., 2004

16

DeletionInsertion

c.2304_2307delTTGG
insCTGATGGA

p.Trp769*

Bartels et al., 2004

17

Missense

c.2326C>T

p.Arg776Trp

Bartels et al., 2004

18

Missense

c.2869C>T

p.Arg957Cys

Bartels et al., 2004

19

Missense

c.2876G>C

p.Gly959Ala

Bartels et al., 2004

20

Splice-site

c.1436-1G>T

p.Lys480*

Bartels et al., 2004

21

Deletion

c.3059delG

p.Arg1020fs*1025

Bartels et al., 2004

22

Missense

c.1972C>T

p.Leu658Phe

Hachiya et al., 2007

23

Missense

c.2720 C > T

p.Thr907Met

Khan et al., 2012

24

splice site

c.2986 + 2 T > G

25

Missense

c.1963C>T

p.Arg655Cys

Hannema et al., 2013

26

Missense

c.328C>T

p.Arg110Cys

Amano et al., 2014

27

Missense

c.1249C>G

p.Gln417Glu

Amano et al., 2014

Khan et al., 2012
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CONCLUSION
In Pakistan, a country of 180 million populations, consanguineous marriages are
preferred due to socio-cultural advantages including low rate of domestic violence,
reduced divorce rate, reduced dowry, and stable and more compatible relationships
(Hamamy 2012; Perveen and Rehman 2012). However, in addition to limited access
to medical services in rural areas, such a culture of intra-familial marriages has led to
large family size with high rate of genetic disorders. The risks of the cousin marriage
are highest among families with sever segregating autosomal recessive conditions
(Perveen and Rehman 2012).
Large families are suitable for genetic linkage studies as they allow the inheritance
pattern to be unequivocally determined, each phenotype and its variability to be well
described, and present an ideal solution to the problem of genetic heterogeneity. This
is of particular importance for the recessively inherited phenotypes, which are
abundant among the Pakistani families. Thus, this population has turn out to be an
important resource for research on genetic disorders.
Over the last years a big effort has been made to understand the molecular and
cellular mechanisms involved in controlling development of various organs and
systems. Much information on the genes that are important for the developmental
plan has been revealed using linkage studies in large human pedigrees segregating
genetic disorders. However, very little is known on the pathologies that are the
consequence of abrupt gene function and subsequent malformation. Elucidating when
and how signaling molecules and transcription factors dictate organ development
initiation, morphology and growth will open new horizons to the developmental
biology discipline and will create new challenges. Advances in genomic technologies,
including dense SNP arrays, whole exome and whole genome sequencing, have
promoted a new era in genetic analysis of rare diseases.
Skeletal dysplasia is a collection of disorders of the skeleton that result from
derangement of growth, development and/or differentiation of the skeleton. Visiting
some of the remote areas in the country identified ten consanguineous families,
segregating autosomal recessive forms of skeletal deformities, which were then
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clinically and genetically characterized in the present study. Scanning three families
with postaxial polydatcyly/syndactyly led to the mapping of three novel loci on
human chromosomes. Further, using exome sequencing, the first disease causing
mutation was identified in the gene FAM92A1 in one such case. In the other two
families exome sequencing is in progress to search for the disease causing genes.
Two novel mutations were identified in WNT10B gene in two families segregating
split hand and foot malformation phenotypes. Similarly, in two other families
segregating Ellis-van-Creveld syndrome, novel mutations were detected in the EVC
and EVC2 genes. Another family with the later syndrome failed to show linkage to
EVC genes indicating locus heterogeneity for this particular phenotype.
Identification/mapping of at least three new genes, in the present study, further
increases the list of the disease genes involved in skeletal deformities. The previously
known genes encode a huge variety of molecules including extracellular matrix
proteins, enzymes, hormones, cytokines and their receptors, and transcription factors,
which reflects complexity of the skeletal formation. Functional characterization of the
genes mapped here would be a step further in defining pathways involved in
developing of human skeleton.
The variety reflects the complexity of skeletal formation in vivo. Using the human
disease genes as starting points, we can clarify the complex mechanism. The study of
the rare monogenic diseases can bring a breakthrough for clarifying the genetic
aspects of common diseases. Thus, as regards medicine and basic science, research
into skeletal dysplasia will give us a lot of knowledge. Integration of clinical and
genetic information is the key to success for research in the genome era.
The identification of the causative mutation for a Mendelian disease enables
molecular diagnosis and carrier testing in the patient and his or her family. This is of
great importance for patient management and family counseling, and serves as a
starting point for therapeutic interventions. Furthermore, the identification of
Mendelian disease genes contributes to our understanding of gene functions and
biological pathways underlying health and disease in general, and lessons learned
from rare diseases are often also relevant to common disease. Research aimed at the
identification of genes that cause Mendelian disease has received a boost over the past
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couple of years by the introduction of new technologies that enable the sequencing of
DNA at a much higher throughput and at much lower costs than previously possible.
Considering the number of various types of skeletal disorders, prevailing in various
ethnic groups in Pakistani population, use of exome sequencing will not only help in
identifying the disease genes but will open the doors to rapid genetic diagnosis and
screening.
These data suggest that premarital genetic, social counseling and mass media efforts
need to increase public awareness about genetic risks associated with cousin marriage.
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